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Hasty Generalizers and Hybr id Abducers
External Semiotic Anchorsand Multimodal Representations

Lorenzo Magnani 1

Abstract. First of all I would like to describe inductive and abduc-
tive reasoning in the light of the agent–based framework to the aim
of clarifying their fallacious character and the role of the so-called
ideal systems (logical and computational). Then I will analyzesome
inductive and abductive types of reasoning that in the perspective of
classical and informal logic aredefined fallacies. I will describehow
in an agent-based reasoning this kind of fallacious reasoning can in
some cases be redefined and considered as a goodway of reasoning.
Finally, I will illustrate how what I call manipulative abduction can
be interpreted as a form of practical reasoning a better understand-
ing of which can furnish a description of human beings as hybrid
reasoners in so far they areusersof ideal andcomputational agents.

1 Beings-L ike-Us asHasty Generalizers

First of all I would like to describe inductive reasoning in the light
of the so–called agent–based framework. This analysis will permit
us to explain the traits of the fallacious character of induction (and
abduction) and the role of the “idealized” logical systems.

It is well-known that in classical logic agoodargument is asound
argument and, from a semantic point of view, it is a valid argument
based ontrue premises. Even if this conception of goodinferenceis
usually able to model many kindsof argumentation of real human be-
ings, its appeal to true premises is ill suited to many contexts which
areoften characterized bythepresenceof hypothetical and uncertain
beliefs, by great disagreement about what is true andfalse, by ethical
andaesthetic claimswhich arenot easily categorized as trueor false,
and, finally, by variable contexts in which dramatically different as-
sumptions may be accepted and rejected.

I sharewith Gabbay andWoods [8] the ideathat logic can be con-
sidered aformalization of what is doneby a cognitive agent. Starting
from this perspective, logic is agent-based. In this perspective agent–
based reasoning consists in describing and analyzing the reasoning
occurring in problem solving situations where the agent access to
cognitive resources encounters limitations such as

- bounded information
- lack of time
- limited computational capacity.

Hence, the “beings-like-us” that Woods describes in his “Epis-
temic bubbles” [26] discharge their cognitive agendas under press
of incomplete information, lack of time, and limited computational

1 Department of PhilosophyandComputational PhilosophyLaboratory, Uni-
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capacity. We can consequently say that cognitive performances de-
pend on information, time, and computational capacity. An agent-
based logic, asadiscipline that furnishes ideal descriptionsof agent-
based reasoning, returns to be thought of as a science of reasoning
and considered agent-centered, task-oriented, and resource-bound.
Woods says:

So, then, a principal function of reasoning is to facilitate cog-
nition, this means the reasoning agent is also cognitive agent.
If logic is to pressforward as a renewed scienceof reasoning,
it would do well to reflect on what cognitive agency is like, on
what it is like to be aknower [26, p. 732].

In dealing with these features we arrive to what has been called
the “Actually HappensRule” [26] that states that “ to seewhat agents
should do we should have to look first at what they actually do and
then, if thereis particular reasonto doso, wewould haveto repair the
account” . This rule is aparticular attractive assumption about human
cognitive behavior mainly for two reasons. The first is that beings
like us make alot of errors; the other is that cognition is something
that we are actually very goodat.

In the following section we will discuss the case of “ fallacies” as
errors that people make. These errors occur in ways of reasoning
andacting that from someperspectivesaregoodand from othersare
bad. In dealing with this matter I will try to give an account of fal-
lacies seen from the viewpoint of agent-based reasoning. I will try
to give some examples of fallacious reasoning treating both infor-
mal fallacies (such as the inductive ones like “hasty generalization”)
and formal fallacies (such as abduction). I will treat induction, and
abduction as fallacious ways of reasoning that in spite of their fal-
lacious character are fruitful for the cognitive agent: a way of being
rational throughfallacies.

Abduction can be easily considered in the perspective of agent-
based reasoning because in abductive reasoning [18] both the activ-
ity of guessing new explanatory hypotheses and the activity of se-
lecting already existing ones, is based onincompleteinformation. In
this casewedeal with “nonmonotonic” inferences: wedraw defeasi-
ble conclusions from incompleteinformation. From this perspective,
abductive reasoning also represents a prototypical case of practical
reasoning: we adopt deliberations based on incomplete information
and on particular abduced hypotheses – guesses – that serve as “rea-
sons.”

1.1 Induction as a Fallacy in Organic Agents’
Reasoning

As already noted, people make errors in reasoning. This means that
in analyzing thebeings-like-usargumentationswehaveto faceprob-
lems regarding agent’s access tocognitive resources such as infor-
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mation, time, andcomputational capacity, and logical attributes such
as truth-preservation. It is in this sense that I have previously said
that agentsdischarge their cognitive agendasunder pressof bounded
information, lack of time and limited computational capacity.

Thesuccessful useof fallacies intomany kindsof reasoning can be
fruitfully accounted for in the framework of agent-based reasoning.
It is undeniable that in human reasoning mistakes are widespread.
The peculiarity of fallacies seen in the perspective of agent–based
reasoning is that mistakes that are actually committed are mistakes
that do not seem to be mistakes to those who commit them. In some
sense we can say that they are ways of reasoning that are felt truth
preserving for the reasoner but are not considered truth preserving
for the logicians!

A fallacy is apattern of poor reasoning which appears tobe apat-
tern of good reasoning [13]. Fallacies are forms of reasoning and
argumentation typical of organic agents and in this sensewe can say
they are suitably shaped by evolution. Simple inductions and abduc-
tions performed more or lessconsciously by both humans and an-
imals are surely two great results of this evolutionary process. Two
main disciplinesrespectively clearly illustratedifferent kindsof falla-
cies: formal logic, which recognizesandexplains “ formal fallacies” ,
and informal logic, that describes the so-called “ informal fallacies” .
First of all, we can say that the validity of a deductive argument
depends on its form, consequently, formal fallacies are arguments
which have an invalid form andarenot truth preserving (for example
the fallacy of the “affirming the consequent” and of “denying the an-
tecedent” ). On theother hand, informal fallaciesare any other invalid
modesof reasoning whosefailing is not strictly based ontheshapeof
the argument (for example the “ad hominemargument” or the “hasty
generalization”).

From the point of view of classical logic a fallacy is a bad argu-
ment that looksgood. From thepoint of view of agent-based reason-
ing a fallacy is not an argument that looks good but is bad, but an
argument that is bad in some aspectsand goodin someothers. Let us
consider the inductive case of the so-called “hasty generalization” ,
that can lead the cognitive agent – in spite of its fallacious character
– to fruitful outcomes.

This fallacy occurs when a person (but there evidenceof it also in
animal cognition, for example in mouses) infers a conclusion about
agroup of casesbased onamodel that is not large enough. It has the
following form:

- Sample S, which is too small, is taken from thegroup of persons
P .
- Conclusion C is drawn about thegroupP based onS.

It could take also the form of:

- ThepersonX performs the action A and has a result B.
- Therefore all the actions A will have aresult B.

The fallacy is committed when not enoughA’s are observed to
warrant the conclusion. If enoughA’s are observed then the reason-
ing is not fallacious, at least from the informal point of view. Males,
driving their cars, haveprobably quarreled with awoman driving her
car and, while quarreling, they have argued (when not shouted) “all
woman arebad drivers!” That’s our caseof fallacious reasoning.

Insofar, small samples will be likely to be unrepresentative. An-
other simple case is the following. If we are asking one person that
even met a lot of Italians what he thinks about the recently new es-
tablished Italian proportional–oriented electoral system, his answer

clearly would not be based on an adequate sized sample for deter-
mining what Italians ingeneral think about the issue. This isbecause
the answer given is based only onareduced experience andthat judg-
ment can not be relevant in dealing with a generalization about the
matter in question. This means that this fallacious argument implies
that small samples are lesslikely to contain numbers proportional to
thewhole group of cases.

People often commit hastygeneralizationsbecauseof biasor prej-
udice. For example, someone who is a sexist might conclude that all
women are unfit to fly jet fighters (or to drive a car) because one
woman crashed in either case. People also commonly commit hasty
generalizations because of lazinessor sloppiness. It is very easy to
simply jump to a conclusion and much harder to gather an adequate
sample and draw a justified conclusion. Thus, avoiding this fallacy
requires minimizing the influenceof bias and taking care to select a
sample that is large andmeaningful enough.

1.1.1 Casual Truth–Preserving Inferences

Moreover, we can recognize another important occurrence. I have
said that people commit errors and are hasty generalizers because of
prejudice, mindlessness, bias, and so on. What I am trying to under-
line is that thehastygeneralization is not alwaysabad generalization
for two reasons. Thefirst is that, getting true conclusions, hastygen-
eralization might begoodif the result of thegeneralization wemade
coincideswith theresult of agood generalization in thephilosophical
– for example Millian – sense of induction (or in the sense of induc-
tive logics). We call this case ‘ ‘ casual” truth preserving feature of
hasty generalization. The secondreason is that, in some sense, even
if we do not reach goodconclusions, not exploiting the casual truth
preserving feature, we can say that hasty generalization is good in
somesense, obviously not in the classical logic one. Wewill now try
to understandwhat it can be.

Think of a toddler that for the first time touches a stove in his
kitchen [25, pp. 314–316]. His finger is now burned because the
stove burns. Starting from this evidence, the hasty generalizer tod-
dler thinks that all the stoves are hot and decides not to touch stoves
anymore. This is obviously ahasty generalization:

- X of observed A areB (Thestove touched burns).
- Therefore all A areB (All thestoves burn.)

Or:

- Sample S, which is too small, is taken from thegroup of persons
P . (The toddler touches the stove and at a first touch the stove
burns).
- Conclusion C is drawn about the groupP based onS. (When-
ever the toddler will touch thestove, it will burn).

1.1.2 Strategic Rationality

We can also say that this is a case of bad argument also from the
formal point of view because it is not truth preserving, in the light
of classical logic. However, in theperspectiveof agent-based reason-
ing the problem now is: can we say that this argument is goodfrom
some perspective? Indeed the hasty generalization is sometimes a
“prudent” strategy. It also presents a cognitive economy: given the
task of not being burnt for a secondtime, the hasty generalization is
a kind of reasoning that is fruitful because, being a prudent strategy,
it embeds the canonsof strategic rationality in thesenseof the “strife
for survival” . Moreover, it also involves a cognitivesuccess.
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First, fallacies (hasty generalization in this case) have some rele-
vant relations with strategic rationality. However, the prudent strat-
egy of “not touching thestove” is obviously incorrect for at least two
reasons. 1) The first reason is that it is not goodto generalize from
only one sample available and 2) from applied natural physics, we
can say that it is a stateof affairs that a stove does not burn because
a stove is made of iron or some other metals and metals burn only
if they are overheated. So there is something “bad” in this kind of
reasoning both from an informal logic point of view and from the
perspectiveof natural physical principlesof heat. But even if werec-
ognizethesewrongsteps, there is an ideaof somerationality embed-
ded in this example due to the fact that the toddler prevents himself
from being burned. It seems that hastygeneralization (likein the case
of other fallacies, too, likethefallacy of affirming the consequent can
be considered resources that enter in asort of humansurvival kit [25,
p. 7]. As some unconditioned reflexes, hasty generalization is a re-
sponse(in theformof areasoningandthen of anaction) to something
that the toddler is involved to. The cognitive result of a hasty gener-
alization is bad but only in thesensethat it doesnot explain theburnt
stove. It is instead a form of goodreasoning because it preserves the
toddler from being burnt another time.

Second, hasty generalization also allows the toddler to produce a
new successful cognitive information. In the perspective of the log-
ical tradition, this piece of information is “bad” because obtained
throughfallaciousreasoning, but in agent-based termswenotice that
the same information contributes to solve the toddler’s problem and,
in this sense, can be endowed with “good” cognitive relevance.

I have contended above that fallacies are forms of reasoning and
argumentation typical of organic agents and in this sense we have
concluded they are part of a “survival kit” suitably shaped by evolu-
tion. I have also added that induction andabduction performed more
or lessconsciously by both humansandanimals aresurely two great
results of this evolutionary process. Weknow that in thelast centuries
humans have also characterized induction and abduction in various
“ ideal” philosophical and logical ways, so going beyondthe sponta-
neous use of those kinds of thinking I have just illustrated. Already
Mill provided “Methods” for Induction and Peirceintegrated abduc-
tion and induction throughthe famous syllogistic framework where
the two non–deductive inferencescan be clearly distinguished: it has
to benoted that Mill also said that what he called “ institutions” rather
than individuals are the real embodiment of “ inductive logics” . Fol-
lowing this Millian perspective Gabbay and Woods also add that it
is typical of human individuals to function as practical agents and
that it is typical of “ institutions” to function as theoretical agents [8,
p. 14]; moreover, agents tend toward enhancement of cognitive as-
setswhen this enables the achievement of cognitivegoals previously
unaffordable or anattainable. The ideal agents (logical andcomputa-
tional) I will describein thefollowing sectionsaretheoretical agents,
that mimic “ institutions” , in Millian sense, more than individuals’
reasoning performances.

To clarify the process that underlies the formation of ideal induc-
tive and abductive agents I have to briefly introducein the following
subsection the distinction between internal and external representa-
tions.

2 External and Internal Representations

2.1 Logic Programsas Agents: External
Observationsand Internal Knowledge
Assimilation

As I will illustrate in the following subsection it is in the area of
distributed cognition that the importanceof the interplay between in-
ternal and external representations has recently acquired importance
(cf. for example Clark [4] andHutchins[14]). This perspectiveis par-
ticularly coherent with the agent–based framework I have introduced
above, as we will see. It is interesting to note that a clear attention
to the agent–based nature of cognition and to its interplay between
internal and external aspects can be foundin the areaof logic pro-
gramming. Indeed, logic programs can beseen in an agent-centered,
computationally -oriented and purely syntactic perspective. Already
in 1994Kowalski [15] in “Logic without model theory” introduced a
knowledge assimilation framework for rational abductive agents, to
deal with incomplete information and limited computational capac-
ity.

“Knowledge assimilation” is the assimilation of new information
into a knowledge base, “as an alternative understanding of the way
in which a knowledge base formulated in logic relates toexternally
generated input sentences that describe experience”. The new prag-
matic approach is based on a proof-theoretic assimilation of obser-
vational sentences intoa knowledge base of sentences formulated in
a language such as CL.2 Kowalski proposes a pragmatic alternative
view that contrasts with the model-theoretic approach to logic. In
model theory notions such as interpretation and semantic structures
dominate and are informed by the philosophical assumption that ex-
perience is caused by an independent existing “reality composed of
individuals, functions and relations, separate from the syntax of lan-
guage”

On the contrary logic programs can be seen as agents endowed
with deductive databases considered as theory presentations from
which logical consequences are derived, both in order to internally
solveproblemswith thehelp of theoretical sentencesand in order to
assimilate new information from the external world of observations
(observational sentences). Thepart of theknowledgebase, which in-
cludes observational sentences and the theoretical sentences that are
used to derive conclusions that can be compared with observations
sentences, is called world model, considered a completely syntactic
concept: “World models aretested bycomparing the conclusions that
can be derived from them with other sentences that record inputs,
which are observational sentences extracted – assimilated – from
experience”. The agent might generate outputs – that are generated
by some plan formation process in the context of the agents’s “ resi-
dent goals” – which affect its environment and which of course can
affect its own and other agents’ f uture inputs. Kowalski concludes
“The agent will record the output, predict its expected effect on the
environment using the ‘world model’ and compare its expectations
against its later observations” .

The epistemological consequenceof this approach is fundamental:
in model theory truth is a static correspondence between sentences
and a given state of the world. In Kowalski’s computational and
“pragmatic” theory, the important is not the correspondencebetween
language and experience, but the appropriate assimilation of an in-
evitable and continuous flowing input stream of “external” observa-
tional sentences intoan ever changing “ internal” knowledgebase(of

2 CL, computational logic, refers to the computational approach to logic that
hasproved to be fruitful for creating non–trivial applications in computing,
artificial intelli gence, and law.
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course the fact that computational resources available are bounded
suggeststo the agent to makethebest useof them, for instance avoid-
ing redundant and irrelevant derivation of consequences). The corre-
spondence (we can say the “mirroring”) between an input sentence
and a sentencethat can be derived from the knowledge base is con-
sidered by Kowalski only a limiting case. Of course the agent might
also generate its own hypothetical inputs, as in the caseof abduction,
induction, and theory formation.

The conceptual framework above, that is derived from a
computationally–oriented logic approach that strongly contrastswith
the traditional one in termsof model theory, is extremely interesting.
It stresses the attention ontheflowing interplay between internal and
external representations/statements, so epistemologically establish-
ing the importanceof the agent–based character of cognition. In the
following subsection I will illustrate that an analogousperspective is
convenient also for depicting human beings’ cognition so far as we
are interested in studying its essential distributed dynamics.

2.2 Distr ibuted Cognit ion in Organic Agents:
External and Internal Representations

Even if we can say that alargeportion of the complex environment of
athinking agent is internal, it is widely recognized that “human” cog-
nitive systems are composed by distributed cognition among people
and some “external” objects and technical artifacts (cf. for example
Hutchins [14] and Norman [19]). It is the case of the human use of
the construction of external diagrams in geometrical reasoning, use-
ful to make observation and experiment to transform one cognitive
stateinto another for example to discover new properties and theo-
rems. Or the case of the use of the external representations based on
the ordinary numeration system that eliminates some of the hardest
parts of the addition or the difficult computations in multiplication
when mentally performed. Mind is limited, both from a computa-
tional andan informational point of view: the act of delegating some
aspects of cognition becomes necessary. In is in this sense that we
can say that cognition is essentially multimodal.3

In addition, we can say that, adopting this perspective, we can give
an account of the complexity of the whole human cognitive systems
as theresult of a complex interplay andcoevolution of statesof mind,
body, and external environments suitably endowed with cognitive
significance. An “agent-based” view aims at analyzing the features
of “ real” human thinking agentsby recognizing the fact that abeing-
like-usagent functions“at two levels” and“ in two ways” . I definethe
two levels asexplicit and implicit thinking. Agent-based perspective
in logic has thepower of recognizing the importanceof both levels.

Wemaintain that representationsare external and internal. We can
say that

- external representations are formed by external materials that re-
express (through reification) concepts and problems that are al-

3 Thagard [20, 21] observes, that abductive inference can bevisual aswell as
verbal, and consequently acknowledges the sentential, model–based, and
manipulative nature of abduction we will ill ustrate below. Moreover, both
data and hypothesescan bevisually represented:

For example, when I see ascratch alongthesideof my car, I can gener-
ate the mental image of grocery cart sliding into the car and producing
the scratch. In this case both the target (the scratch) and the hypothesis
(the colli sion) arevisually represented. [. . .] It isan interesting question
whether hypotheses can be represented using all sensory modaliti es.
For vision the answer is obvious, as images and diagrams can clearly
beused to represent events andstructures that have causal effects [21].

Indeed hypotheses can be also represented using other sensory modaliti es.

ready present in the mind or concepts and problems that do not
have anatural home in thebrain;

- internalized representations are internal re-projections, a kind of
recapitulations, (learning) of external representations in terms of
neural patterns of activation in the brain. They can sometimes be
“ internally ” manipulated like external objects and can originate
new internal reconstructed representations throughthe neural ac-
tivity of transformation and integration.

This process explains why human beings seem to perform both
computations of aconnectionist typesuch as theones involving rep-
resentations as

- (I Level) patternsof neural activation that arise as theresult of the
interaction between bodyand environment (and suitably shaped
by the evolution andthe individual history): pattern completion or
image recognition,
andcomputations that use representations as

- (II Level) derived combinatorial syntax and semantics dynami-
cally shaped by the various external representations and reason-
ing devices found or constructed in the environment (for example
geometrical diagrams); they are neurologically represented con-
tingently as patterns of neural activations that “sometimes” tend
to become stabilized structures and to fix and so to permanently
belong to the I Level above.

The I Level originates those sensations (they constitute a kind of
“ face”we think the world has), that provide room for the II Level to
reflect thestructureof the environment, and, most important, that can
follow the computations suggested by these external structures. It is
clear we can now concludethat thegrowth of thebrain andespecially
the synaptic and dendritic growth are profoundly determined by the
environment.

When the fixation is reached the patterns of neural activation no
longer need a direct stimulus from the environment for their con-
struction. In a certain sense they can be viewed as fixed internal
records of external structures that can exist also in the absence of
such external structures. Thesepatternsof neural activation that con-
stitute the I Level Representations always keep record of the expe-
riencethat generated them and, thus, always carry the II Level Rep-
resentation associated to them, even if in a different form, the form
of memory and not the form of a vivid sensorial experience. Now,
the human agent, via neural mechanisms, can retrieve these II Level
Representationsand usethem as internal representationsor useparts
of them to construct new internal representationsvery different from
theones stored in memory (cf. also [10]).

Human beings delegate cognitive features to external representa-
tions because in many problem solving situations the internal com-
putation would be impossible or it would involve avery great effort
because of human mind’s limited capacity. First a kind of alienation
is performed, secondarecapitulation is accomplished at theneuronal
level by re-representing internally that which was “discovered” out-
side. Consequently only later onweperform cognitiveoperationson
the structure of data that synaptic patterns have “picked up” in an
analogical way from the environment. We can maintain that inter-
nal representations used in cognitive processes like many events of
meaning creation have adeep origin in the experience lived in the
environment.

I think there are two kinds of artifacts that play the role of ex-
ternal objects (representations) active in this processof disembodi-
ment of the mind: creative and mimetic. Mimetic external represen-
tations mirror concepts and problems that are already represented
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in the brain and need to be enhanced, solved, further complicated,
etc. so they sometimes can creatively give rise to new concepts and
meanings, playing therole of creativerepresentations.4 Inductive and
abductive ideal agents are mimetic artifacts in the sense I have just
illustrated.

2.3 Internal, External, and Hybr id Inducersand
Abducers

From the perspective I have illustrated in the previous section the
expansion of the inductive and abductive minds typical of organic
agents is in the meantime a continuous processof externalization of
the minds themselves into the material world aroundthem. In this
regard the evolution of the mind is inextricably linked with the evo-
lution of many kindsof large, integrated, material cognitivesystems,
like logical and computational systems. In the following I will illus-
trate some features of this extraordinary interplay between human
brains and the ideal cognitive systems they make. We acknowledge
that material artifacts like for example inductive and abductive log-
ical andcomputational agents are tools for thoughts as is language:
tools for exploring, expanding, andmanipulating our own minds.

Thetwo waysmentioned above aretheexternal way andthe inter-
nal way. In fact inductive and abductive logical and computational
systems can be seen as external representations and tools expressed
throughartificial (in part mathematical) and ordinary language and
the use of suitable artifacts. These ideal systems not only mirror and
mimic the internal ways of inferring of the being-like-us reasoners
we have illustrated above; they can also play a creative role. The
activities of externalizing play a central role not just in mirroring
the internal ways of thinking but also in finding room for concepts
and new ways of inferring which cannot be foundinternally “ in the
mind” .

In summary, organic agents like human beings are hasty general-
izers and more or lessnaive inducers and abducers but are also the
creators of sophisticated external cognitive representations that for
example provide demonstrative/deductive and computational repre-
sentations of those reasoning performances. The interplay between
these “external” tools andthe already “ internalized” templatesof rea-
soning certainly realizes a continuous improvement of the internal
templates themselves but also expresses the centrality of the hybrid
exploitation of both levels in reasoning.

Let us consider the case of abduction, I have indicated above that
abduction appears tobe aformal fallacy that can berecognized from
the classical logic point of view: the fallacy of affirming the conse-
quent. However, from the point of view of both everyday and scien-
tific knowledge, abduction is an important kind of inferenceused to
explain facts and invent hypotheses and theories [18].

Abduction is the processof inferring certain facts, laws and hy-
pothesis that render some sentences plausible or explain/discover
some eventually new phenomenon or observation. I havemaintained
elsewhere that, from the epistemological perspective, abduction has
two main meanings: 1) abduction that only generate plausible hy-
potheses (selective or creative) and 2) abduction considered as “ in-
ference to the best explanation” , which also evaluates hypotheses.
I have introduced in [18] the concept of theoretical abduction as
a form of neural and basically internal processing. I maintain that
there are two kinds of theoretical abduction, “sentential” , related to
logic and to verbal/symbolic inferences, and “model-based” , related

4 Following this perspective it is at this point evident that the “mind” tran-
scendstheboundary of theindividual andincludespartsof that individual’s
environment.

to the exploitation of models such as diagrams, pictures, etc. Theo-
retical abduction certainly illustrates much of what is important in
creative abductive reasoning, in humans and in computational pro-
grams, but fails to account for many cases of explanations occurring
in science when the exploitation of external environment is crucial.
It fails to account for those cases in which there is a kind of “dis-
covering through doing” , cases in which new and still unexpressed
information is codified by means of manipulations of some external
objects I have called epistemic mediators [18]. The concept of ma-
nipulativeabduction (seebelow) capturesalargepart of hypothetical
cognition where the role of action is central, and where the features
of this action are often implicit and hard to be elicited. We can con-
clude, following Thagard [21] that abduction is a cognitiveprocesses
constitutively “multimodal” (cf. above footnote3).

Abduction is of fundamental importancein many agent-based rea-
soning situations likescientific explanation, scientific discovery, and
moral deliberation. We can furnish another reason that stresses the
fruitfulnessof abduction in agent-based reasoning: it is a powerful
inferential process able to govern inconsistencies. For example, in
the case of the formation of scientific theories epistemologistshave
recognized the role played by inconsistencies and anomalies that vi-
olatetheparadigm–induced expectationsderived from previously es-
tablished conceptual frameworks. Logicians have in turn shown that
inconsistencies generated by anomalies are difficult to be managed
in deductive situations: they are unexpected facts that the rules of
classical logic arenot able to explain.

Hence, we can outlinetwo different waysof thinking of abduction:
1) from thepoint of view of classical logic, abduction is aformal fal-
lacy, not truth preserving; 2) from thepoint of view of epistemology,
abduction is an important kind of reasoning able to discover new hy-
potheses and give explanation to scientific facts

In delineating the structure of a new agent-based perspective of
logic Gabbay and Woods state that logic has to be considered an
“account of how thinking agents reason and argue” [8, p. 1]. Their
ideais that logic has to be defined as the disciplined description of
the behavior of real–lif e of logical agents. Logic has to be thought
of as an agent-based logic. From this viewpoint, abduction can be
rendered as that kind of logical reasoning in which thefact of not be-
ing truth preserving (but ignorance–preserving, as they contend) has
to live together with the fact that it is fruitfully used by real logical
agents. In this framework induction is seen asprobability–enhancing
and deduction as truth–preserving.

To conclude, theuseof abduction is goodfor at least two reasons.
Abduction is not only asimple formal fallacy, but also aspecific case
of ignorance–preserving reasoning that can be fruitfully idealized in
theoretical logical agents; onthe applicativeside, abduction is agood
processable providenew hypothesis and govern inconsistencies.

At this point I hope it is clear that organic agents are spontaneous
inducers and abducers and that they also construct logical and com-
putational systems both able to mimic human inductions and abduc-
tions and to create new “rational” ways of inducing and abducing.
These systems are in turn used by organic agents: they consequently
have to be seen as hybrid reasoners. In the following section I will
illustratehow what I called manipulative abduction can furnish aper-
fect example of this hybridity of human reasoning.

3 ManipulativeAbduction and Hybr id Reasoning

I have introduced the concept of manipulativeabduction - contrasted
with theoretical abduction [18] - to illustratesituationswherewe are
thinking through doing and not only, in apragmatic sense, about do-
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ing.
First of all manipulative abduction is generally related to the suit-

able exploitation of external tools likelogical andcomputational sys-
tems/agents5 to the aim of generating desired hypotheses.

Second, in the case of the formation of scientific hypotheses the
idea of manipulative abduction goes beyond the well–known role
of experiments as capable of forming new scientific laws by means
of the results (nature’s answers to the investigator’s question) they
present, or of merely playing a predictive role (in confirmation and
in falsification). Manipulative abduction refers toan extra-theoretical
behavior that aims at creating communicable accounts of new expe-
riences to integrate them into previously existing systems of experi-
mental and linguistic (theoretical) practices.

In this sense the existence of this kind of extra-theoretical cog-
nitive behavior is also testified by the many everyday situations in
which humansareperfectly able to perform very efficacious(and ha-
bitual) taskswithout the immediatepossibility of realizing their con-
ceptual explanation. In some cases the conceptual account for doing
these things was at one point present in the memory, but now has
deteriorated, and it is necessary to reproduceit, in other cases the ac-
count has tobe constructed for the first time, like in creative settings
of manipulative abduction in science.

Consequently we facewith at least two cases of manipulative ab-
duction.

1. Thefirst onerefers to the exploitation of external logical andcom-
putational abductive– but also inductive– systems/agents to form
hybrid andmultimodal representationsandwaysof inferring in or-
ganic agents. Doing this they are able to enhancetheir “ rational”
performances (seebelow subsection 3.1).

2. Thesecondcaserefers to therole of manipulative abduction at the
level of scientific experiment and of theso–called thinking through
doing that in turn can improveour knowledgeof induction, andits
distinction from abduction: manipulative abduction can be consid-
ered as a kind of basis for further meaningful inductive general-
izations .

Further preliminary observations have to be anticipated to favor
the comprehension of the second case. Hutchins [14] illustrates the
caseof anavigation instructor that for 3 yearsperformed an automa-
tized task involving a complicated set of plotting manipulations and
procedures. The insight concerning the conceptual relationships be-
tween relative and geographic motion came to him suddenly “as lay
in his bunk one night” . This example explains that many forms of
learning can be represented as the result of the capability of giving
conceptual and theoretical details to already automatized manipula-
tive executions. The instructor does not discover anything new from
thepoint of view of theobjectiveknowledge about theinvolved skill,
however, we can say that his conceptual awarenessis new from the
local perspectiveof his individuality.

In this kind of action-based abduction the suggested hypotheses
are inherently ambiguous until articulated into configurations of real
or imagined entities (images, models or concrete apparatus and in-
struments). In these cases only by experimenting we can discrimi-
natebetween possibilities: they are articulated behaviorally andcon-
cretely by manipulations and then, increasingly, by words and pic-
tures.

Gooding [11] refers to this kind of concrete manipulative reason-
ing when he illustrates the role in scienceof the so-called “constru-

5 I am referring here to systems– abstract or practical/computational – that
are explicitly able to theoretically perform abductions and inductions in
themselves thanks to their own knowledgebases, rules, and devices.

als” that embodytacit inferences inprocedures that areoften appara-
tusand machine based. They belong to the pre-verbal context of os-
tensiveoperations, that arepractical, situational, and often madewith
help of words, visualizations, or concrete artifacts. The embodiment
is of course an expert manipulation of objects in ahighly constrained
experimental environment, and is directed by abductive movements
that imply the strategic application of old and new templates of be-
havior mainly connected with extra-theoretical components, for in-
stance emotional, esthetical, ethical, andeconomic.

The hypothetical character of construals is clear: they can be de-
veloped to examine further chances, or discarded; they are provi-
sional creativeorganization of experience andsomeof them become
in their turn hypothetical interpretations of experience, that is more
theory-oriented, their referenceis gradually stabilized in termsof es-
tablished observational practices. Step by step the new interpreta-
tion – that at the beginning is completely “practice-laden” – relates
to more “theoretical” modesof understanding (narrative, visual, dia-
grammatic, symbolic, conceptual, simulative), closer to the construc-
tive effects of theoretical abduction.

When the reference is stabilized the effects of incommensurabil-
ity with other established observations can become evident. But it
is just the construal of certain phenomena that can be shared by the
sustainersof rival theories. Gooding [11] showshow Davy andFara-
day could see the same attractive and repulsive actions at work in
thephenomenathey respectively produced; their discourse and prac-
tice as to the role of their construals of phenomena clearly demon-
stratethey did not inhabit different, incommensurable worlds in some
cases. Moreover, the experience is constructed, reconstructed, and
distributed acrossa social network of negotiations amongthe differ-
ent scientists by means of construals.

These construals aim at arriving to a shared understanding over-
coming all conceptual conflicts. As I said above they constitute a
provisional creative organization of experience: when they become
in their turn hypothetical interpretations of experience, that is more
theory-oriented, their referenceis gradually stabilized in termsof es-
tablished and shared observational practices that also exhibit a cu-
mulative character. It is in this way that scientistsare able to commu-
nicate the new and unexpected information acquired by experiment
andaction.

3.1 Organic Hybr id Reasonersand External
Semiotic Anchors

In theperspectivewehave illustrated above in section 2, resorting to
thedistinction between internal andexternal inducersandabducersa
novel perspectiveonexternal ideal logical agents can be envisaged.

Starting from the low–level inferential performances of the kid’s
hastygeneralization that is astrategic successanda cognitive failure
human beingsarrived to the externalization of “ theoretical” inductive
andabductive agentsas ideal agents, logical andcomputational. It is
in this way that merely successful strategies are replaced with suc-
cessful strategies that also tell the “more precise truth” about things.
These external representations can be usefully re-represented in our
brains (if this is useful and possible), and they can originate new
improved organic (mentally internal) ways of inferring or suitably
exploited in ahybrid manipulative interplay, as I have said above.

From this perspective human beings are hardwired for survival
and for truth alike so best inductive and abductive strategies can be
built and made explicit, throughself -correction and re-consideration
(sincefor example thetimeof theinductiveMill’ smethods). Further-
more human beings are agents that can cognitively behave as hybrid
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agents that exploit in reasoning both internal representationsandex-
ternalized representations and tools, but also themixtureof the two.

Let ’sconsider the example of the externalization of someinferen-
tial skills in logical demonstrativesystems, like for example theones
that are at the basis of logic programming.6 They present interesting
cognitive features(cf. also Longo[17]) which I believedeserveto be
further analyzed andwhich can further develop thedistinction above
between theoretical and practical agents:

1. symbolic: they activate and semiotically “anchor” meanings in
material communicative and intersubjective mediators in the
framework of the phylogenetic, ontogenetic, and cultural reality
of thehuman being and its language. It can behypothesized these
logical agentsoriginated in embodied cognition, gestures, andma-
nipulations of the environment we share with some mammals but
also non mammal animals (cf. the case of monkeys’ knots and
pigeons’ categorization, in [12]).7

2. abstract: they are based on a maximal independence regarding
sensory modality ; they strongly stabilize experience andcommon
categorization. Themaximality is especially important: it refers to
their practical and historical invariance andstability ;

3. rigorous: the rigor of proof is reached throughadifficult practical
experience. For instance, in the case of mathematics and logic, as
the maximal place for convincing and sharable reasoning. Rigor
lies in the stability of proofs and in the fact they can be iterated.
Following this perspective mathematics is the best example of
maximal stability andconceptual invariance. Logic is in turn aset
of proof invariants, a set of structures that are preserved from one
proof to another or which arepreserved by proof transformations.
As the externalization andresult of adistilled praxis, thepraxis of
proof, it is madeof maximally stable regularities;

4. I also say that amaximization of memorylessness8 “variably” char-
acterizes demonstrative reasoning. This is particularly tangible in
the case of the vast idealization of classical logic and related ap-
proaches. The inferences described byclassical logic do not yield
sensitive information – so to say – about their real past lif e in
human agents’ use, contrarily to the “conceptual” – narrative –
descriptions of human non-demonstrative processes, which var-
iously involve “historical” , “contextual” , and “heuristic” memo-
ries. Indeed many thinking behaviors in human agents – for ex-
amples abductive inferences, especially in their generative part –
are context-dependent. As already noted their stories vary with
the multiple propositional relations the human agent finds in her
environment and which she is able to take into account, and with

6 A survey on perspectives in logic programmingabout induction andabduc-
tion is given in Flach and Kakas [6], who also furnish a useful classical
perspective on integration of abduction and induction. The following dis-
tinction is introduced between explanationand generalization:

- explanation: hypothesisdoesnot refer to observables- already in the case
of selective abduction, moreover, abduction also creates new hypotheses
too;

- generalization - it is the introduction of a genuinely new hypothesis that
in turn can entail additional observable information on unobserved indi-
vidual, extending the theory T .

Imaginewehave anew abductive theory T ′ = T ∪H constructed by induc-
tion: an inductive extension of a theory can be viewed as a set of abductive
extensions of theoriginal theory T .
7 Cf. also the cognitive analysisof theorigin of themathematical continuous

line as a pre-conceptual invariant of three cognitive practices [22], and of
thenumeric line [3, 5, 1].

8 I derive this expression from Leyton [16] that introduces a very interest-
ing new geometry where formsare no longer memorylesslike in classical
approaches such as the Euclidean and the Kleinian in terms of groups of
transformations.

various cognitive reasons tochange her mind or to think in a dif -
ferent way, andwith multiple motivations todeploy varioustactics
of argument. In this perspective Gabbay andWoods say:

Good reasoning is always good in relation to a goal or an
agenda which may be tacit. [. . .] Reasoning validly is never
itself a goal of goodreasoning; otherwise one could always
achieveit simply by repeating apremissasconclusion, or by
entering a new premiss that contradicts one already present.
[. . .] It is that thereasoning actually performed byindividual
agents issufficiently reliable not to kill them. It is reasoning
that precludes neither security not prosperity. This is a fact
of fundamental importance. It helps establish the fallib ilist
position that it is not unreasonable to pursue modes of rea-
soning that areknown to be imperfect [8, pp. 19-20].

As we have already illustrated in section 2.3 human agents, as
practical agents, are hasty inducers and bad predictors, unlike
ideal (logical and computational) agents. In conclusion, we can
say abductive inferences inhuman agentshave amemory, astory:
consequently, an abductive ideal logical agent has to variably
weaken many of the aspects of classical logic and to overcome
the relativedemonstrative limitations.

I think that agreat contribution given to logic by Gabbay is the cre-
ation of the labelled deductive systems (and their application to the
logic of abduction), where data is structured and labelled and differ-
ent insertion policiescan beformulated [7, 9]. Thelabelled deductive
systemsfulfi ll therequest of weakening therigidity of classical logic
but also of many nonstandard logics strictly related to it, opening a
new erain logic: the attention to therole of meta-levels – for instance
in the logic of abduction – formalizes theflexibility and“historicity”
of many kinds of human thinking which are meaningful in certain
application areas they address. Gabbay andWoods’ conclusion about
psychologism is clear and leads toanew conception of logic:

If [ . . .] it is legitimateto regard logic asfurnishing formal mod-
els of certain aspectsof the cognitivebehavior of logical agents,
then not only do psychological considerationshave adefensible
place, they cannot reasonably be excluded [8, p. 2].9

We can concludeby stressing the fact that human non-demonstrative
inferential processes of induction and abduction are more and more
externalized and objectified at least in threeways:

1. throughTuring’sUniversal Practical Computing Machineswe can
have running programs – often based on logic – that are able to
mimic – and enhance – “ the actions of a human computer very
closely” [23], and so - amazingly - also those human agents’ “ac-
tions” that correspondto the complicated inferential performances
like abduction (cf. thewhole areaof artificial intelligence);

2. human non-demonstrative processes are more and more external-
ized and made available in forms of explicit narratives and learn-
able templates of behavior (cf. also the study of fallacies as im-
portant tools of the human “kit” that provides evolutionary ad-
vantages, in this sense afallacy of the affirming the consequent –

9 An analogous example of the new modeling flexibilit y of recent logic is
represented bythework in thedynamic logicsof reasoning of van Benthem
[24]. This logic offers a distinction between inferences that are dependent
on short term representations and those that depend onlong-term memory,
which involves the processing of representations of greater abstraction. In
this way it is possible to formally and flexibly reproducethe interplay that
occurs in human agents’ thinking both at the level of short-term memory
– more inclined to be damaged by inconsistencies – and at the level of the
long-term memory, where inconsistencies can be inert.
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which depicts abduction in classical logic – is better than nothing
[25]).10

3. new demonstrative systems – ideal logical agents – are created
able to model in a deductive way many non-demonstrative think-
ing processes, like abduction, analogy, creativity, spatial and vi-
sual reasoning, etc.11

4 Conclusion

I have described inductive and abductive reasoning in the light of
the agent–based framework to the aim of clarifying their fallacious
character andtherole of their related ideal systems(logical andcom-
putational). In this perspective I have analyzed some inductive and
abductive ways of reasoning that in the light of classical and infor-
mal logic are defined fallacies, showing the fact they can realize a
kind of strategic “ rationality ” . After having illustrated thedistinction
between internal andexternal representations in the tradition of both
logic programming anddistributed reasoning, I havedescribed some
important aspectsof manipulativeabduction. It can be interpreted as
a form of practical reasoning a better understanding of which fur-
nishes a description of human beings as hybrid reasoners to the ex-
tend that they areusersof ideal andcomputational agents, for exam-
ple devoted to perform sophisticated inductions andabductions.
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Abduction, Preduction and the falli bleway
of modelli ng nature

some epistemological consequences for thephilosophy of physics 1

Andr és Rivadulla2

1 Introduction

Since the very beginning of the methodology of science2400 years
ago, philosophers have been trying different ways of scientific dis-
covery. Abduction and induction belong to thebest known ones. Ab-
duction wasPlato’sars inveniendi, whereas induction wasAristotle’s
method for the discovery of the principles of science. Plato’s way
was abductive, because it was conceived of to propose hypotheses
(geometrical models) intended to save the appearances presented by
movementsof theplanets, asobserved from theEarth. Aristotle’s in-
ductive method on his side has caused a big trouble in the history of
Western philosophy. It wasknown that inductive inferencescould be
false. But, until the consolidation of thehypothetic-deductivemethod
in the contemporary philosophy of science after Einstein andPopper,
therewasavailable noalternativemethod of scientific discovery that
could replace it. Thus it was assumed that induction was a fallib le
way of dealing with Nature. So was conceived of abduction as well,
since as Peirce (C.P. 2.776 and 2.777) acknowledged, abducted hy-
potheses are frequently wrong.

However my main contribution will be to point to a way of rea-
soning, very common in theoretical physics, but which has not yet
attracted the attention of the philosophers of science. I call it pre-
duction3. It consists in a form or reasoning that starts from first
principles, methodologically postulated as premises of the inferen-
tial procedure. These premises can proceed from different theories.
Preductive reasoning differs from abduction in that the hypotheses
are not suggested by data, but constructed on the basis of the avail-
able theoretical background. Thus it depends more on the theoreti-
cal framework than on the empirical data, and it is an implementa-
tion of the hypothetical-deductive method. But it should not be con-
fused with the axiomatic-deductive method. Preduction provides in-
deed the method bywhich most theoretical models are postulated in
science. But sincepreduced models depend onthe available theoret-
ical background, and this cannot beknown to be true, restrictionsdo
frequently occur in the domain of their intended applications. Thus
preduction only offersa fallib le way of dealing with Nature as well.

In the following section I present some cases of study of both ex-
tensions and restrictions in the fields of Newtonian mechanics and
classical statistical mechanics. My point is that the existenceof both

1 Thispaper ispart of a research onTheoretical Models in Physicssupported
by theSpanish Ministry of EducationandScience.

2 Universidad Complutense, Facultad de Filosofı́a, Dpto. de Lógica y
Filosofı́ade laCiencia, E-28040Madrid, email: arivadulla@filos.ucm.es

3 AsI havebeen informed bytwo anonymousrefereesof thispaper, thisword
has been used already by Jum Arimaand byAllen Courtney and Norman
Foo (in a different sense) in the domain of artificial intelli gence. I thank
both referees for further helpful criticismson this paper.

extensions and restrictions of the application domain of a preduced
theoretical model can be taken as an argument on behalf of an antir-
realist viewpoint in the philosophy of physics: Unlessone wants to
immunize atheoretical construct against potential falsifiers, the ex-
tension of thedomain of intended applicationsof a theoretical model
cannot be used to claim either its approximation to the truth nor its
probability to be true; moreover since apriori we have no reason
to be suspicious about what does not count as one of the intended
applications of a model, any a posteriori commitment to restrict its
application domain cannot impel us to claim that it has been falsi-
fied. In other words: when a theoretical model has been preduced,
its domain of intended applications is completely open. In scientific
methodology there is no algorithm for the postulation of theoretical
models, and both abductive and preductive reasoning are allowed.
Both provide us with hypotheses that serve as premises for further
inferences and empirical predictions. Scientific ars inveniendi is not
submitted to rules. As a consequence, we cannot foreseehow many
phenomena will in the future be considered to belong to the applica-
tion domain of the postulated theoretical constructs, nor how many
will not or will have to be removed from it. It is therefore reason-
able to assume that theoretical models are nothing but instruments
intended merely to deal predictively with Nature. Inference to the
best explanation goeswithout saying. But it doesnot mean inference
to the true, or approximately true, or probably true explanation. For
theory is not thespaceof truth.

2 Domain revisions in theoretical physics

As a particular form of the hypothetical-deductive method, preduc-
tion provides, on the basis of previously accepted theoretical con-
structs, the means of the postulation of further theoretical models.
The confirmation or the empirical rejection of these models allows
us totalk respectively about the domain extension or the domain re-
striction of theoretical models. Following Theo Kuipers (2006) do-
main extension and domain restriction are the two forms of the revi-
sion of thedomain of intented applicationsof a theoretical construct.
In the following I present some examples of domain extension and
domain restriction in the methodology of physics as part of an argu-
ment intended to support an anti-realist viewpoint in the philosophy
of physics4.

2.1 Domain extensions in classical physics

Example 1 - Extensions of the domain of intended applications
of the celestial Newtonian model
4 Cfr. also Rivadulla (2006).
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Beside the so-called paradigmatic intended applications, unex-
pected applicationsof Newtonian mechanicsare: the computation of
star and planet masses, the existenceof collapsed starsaswell as the
stability of stars, the light deflection by the sun, the critical density
of theUniverse, etc.

Example 2 - Extension of the domain of intended applications
of classical statistical mechanics: the Jeans’ mass limit model for
star formation

James Jeans (1877-1946) investigated the conditions under which
a molecular cloud composed of N molecules would collapse to form
astar. TheTheoremof Equipartition of Energy of classical statistical
mechanics claims that thekinetic energy of the cloud is

Ec =
3

2
NkBT

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant, or

Ec =
3

2

M

µmH
kBT

expressing N in termsof the averagemolecular weight and hydro-
gen mass.

On the other hand, the vir ial theorem, applied to systems com-
posed bymany objects, claims that the averagepotential gravitational
energy of the constituent objects is two times their average kinetic
energy. Sincethe expression of thepotential gravitational energy is

Vg ≈ −
3

5
GN

M2

R
then,

2
3

2

M

µmH
kBT =

3

5
GN

M2

R

M and R denoting here the massand the radius of the molecular
cloud respectively.

Sincein termsof thedensity ρ0 = 4

3

M
πR3 of the cloud, assumed to

be constant,
R =

(

3M
4πρ0

)1/3
, weobtain Jeans’ critical massvalue:

MJ =

(

5kBT

GNµmH

)3/2 (

3

4πρ0

)1/2

to be overcome in order that the collapse takes place, i.e. M >
MJ .

2.2 Domain restr ictions in classical physics

Example 1 - Restr iction of the domain of intended applications
of the Newtonian model: The Kelvin-Helmholtz gravitational col-
lapse model

What is thesourceof the energy of stars?According to Arthur Ed-
dington (1930, p. 289), Helmholtz-Kelvin’sgravitational contraction
hypothesis

Supposes that the [star energy] supply is maintained by the
conversion of gravitational energy into heat owing to thegrad-
ual contraction of thestar.

This ideawasput forward byHermann vonHelmholtz in a lecture
given in Königsberg on February the 7th, 1854, in occasion of the
50th anniversary of Immanuel Kant’s death. Twelve years later Lord
Kelvin retook this ideain “On theAgeof theSun’sHeat” . According
to Kelvin (1903, pp. 493-494) Helmholtz’smeteoric theory

Consistsin supposing thesun and his heat to haveoriginated in
a coalition of smaller bodies, falling together by mutual grav-
itation, and generating, as theymust do according to the great
law demonstrated by Joule, an exact equivalent of heat for the
motion lost in collision.

He claims

That some formof themeteoric theory is certainly the true.

In order to analyse the viability of this hypothesis I resort to A.
Ostlie & D. Carroll (1996, p. 329): Sincethetotal mechanical energy
of astar in equilibrium is

E ≈ −
3

10
GN

M2

R

(i.e., the half of its potential energy, according to the vir ial theo-
rem) in the case of our Sun the amount of gravitational energy liber-
ated during his ‘collapse’ until today would be

Eg ≈ 1.1× 1048erg.

Assuming a constant luminosity during theSun’swhole lif e- given
that luminosity is power, i.e. energy per time unity - the Sun’s age
should be

t =
Eg
l
≈ 107 years.

This age is bizarrely short. As Eddington (1930, p. 290) claims

Biological, geological, physical and astronomical arguments
all lead to the conclusion that this age is much too low and
that the time-scale given by the contraction hypothesis must
somehow be extended.

Example 2 - Restr iction of the domain of intended applications
of classical statistical mechanics: The Rayleigh-Jeans radiation
model for the black body

In 1900Lord Rayleigh and James Jeans applied the Theorem of
Equipartition of Energy of classical statistical mechanics, according
to which the average kinetic energy of a particle of a system in ther-
modynamic equilibrium is 1

2
kBT , to the calculation of the energy

density of agasof photons inside areceptacle in thermal equilibrium
which contains Nν stationary electromagnetic waves with frequen-
cies in theinterval ν, ν+dν andaverage energy kBT , resulting of the
sum of the corresponding energiesof the electric andmagnetic fields.
Thus the total value of the energy would be E = NkBT . Sincethe
energy density is independent of the geometry and material consti-
tution of the receptacle, and it can be deduced that the number of
radiation modes is Nν = 8πν2

c3
, then it suffices to multiply Nν by

kBT in order to determinethat the energy density emitted byablack
bodyis:

E(ν, T ) =
8πν2

c3
kBT

which is known as Rayleigh-Jeans radiation law.
The problem with this expression is that integrating over all fre-

quencies:

E =
8πkBT

c3

∫

∞

0

ν2dν =∞

thus contradicting experience.
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Rayleigh-Jeans radiation law failure is due to the application of
classical statistical mechanics to the domain of photon gases, which
seems tobetheproper application domain of quantum statistical me-
chanics of Bose-Einstein, from which Max Planck’s radiation law
mathematically follows. Indeed, the extension of the application do-
main of classical statistical mechanics to thestudy of radiation leads
to the ultraviolet catastrophe, which is how Paul Ehrenfest called
Rayleigh-Jeans radiation law failure.

3 Conclusion: Some reasons on behalf of an
antir realist viewpoint in thephilosophy of
physics

Any successful application of a scientific hypothesis does not have
any repercussions on its truth or on its probability . The actual exten-
sion of the application domain of a theoretical model maintains the
doors open to their empirical rejection or to their application restric-
tion to further phenomena.

Anyhow, the restriction cases of the application domain of classi-
cal physics shown abovedo not commit to the revision of the theory,
i. e.: from adomain restriction doesnot follow ipso facto the empiri-
cal refutation of thetheoretical model. It merely pointsto thefact that
not every previously accepted hypothesis can besuccessfully applied
to any possible novel question posed either by Natureor by science.

Only aposteriori can werecognizetheinapplicability of ahypoth-
esis to a given domain. A priori we cannot suspect about what does
not count as oneof its intended applications.

Thuswehavereached following conclusion: Neither doesdomain
extension verify, approximate to the truth or increase the truth prob-
ability of a theoretical model, nor doesrestriction refute it ipso facto.
I see in this double fact a good reason to take theoretical models
merely as tools to deal predictively with Nature.

Any case althoughrestriction doesnot amount to empirical refuta-
tion, it would be philosophically uninteresting to pursue immuniza-
tion strategies leading to a completedetermination of the application
domain of theoretical constructs.
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Abstraction, Induction and Abduction in Scientific
Modelli ng
Demetr is Portides1

1 Introduction

Thedevelopment of scientific knowledge consists in two major com-
ponents. The first component involves the construction of the calcu-
lus of a theory, that I choose to refer to as ’ theory formulation’ , and
thesecondinvolvesthe attempt to relatethiscalculus to experimental
reports, that I choose to refer to as ’ theory application’ . Distinguish-
ing the two is, in my view, important and useful both epistemologi-
cally andmethodologically.

Philosophers of science, notably [10, 1, 6, 5, 8, 3, 4], have explic-
itl y recognised that theory formulation involves the conceptual pro-
cessesof abstractionandidealisation. Suppes’ view iscouched in the
jargon of the Semantic Conception of scientific theories, but without
committing to the latter we could still make use of his general idea,
which could be spelled out as follows. Assuming that we begin with
the universe of discourse, by selecting a small number of variables
and parameters abstracted from the phenomena we are able to for-
mulate what we generally refer to as the general laws of a theory.
For example, in classical mechanics we select position and momen-
tum andestablish arelationamongst thetwo variables, which we call
Newton’s second law or Hamilton’s equations. By abstracting a set
of parameters we thus create asub-domain of the universe of dis-
course, which we call the domain of a scientific theory. Thus, New-
ton’s laws signify a conceptual object of study that we call the do-
main of classical mechanics. Similarly Maxwell ’s equations signify
the domain of classical electromagnetism, the Schrödinger equation
signifies the domain of quantum theory, and so forth. Scientific do-
mains, viewed from this perspective, are clearly distinct f rom physi-
cal domains, which they could represent only if they are expanded by
or integrated with other conceptual resources (see[9]. Hencetheory
formulation abstracts a scientific domain from the universe of dis-
course and thus groups together different phenomena based on the
particular aspects dictated by the particular domain.

In all the above general laws something is left unspecified: the
force function in Newton’s 2nd law, the electric and magnetic field
vectors in Maxwell ’s equations, and the Hamiltonian operator in the
Schrödinger equation. Scientificmethodology demandsthat these are
specified in order to establish a link between the assertions of the
theory and physical systems. The theory application component en-
ters in the process of specifying those elements of scientific theo-
ries that need to be filled-out if the theoretical assertions are to be
linked to empirical phenomena, such as forcefunctions, electric and
magnetic field vectors, Hamiltonian operators, etc. The aim of these
specifications are not to extend the theoretical assertions all the way
to phenomena but it i s to construct a model that resembles as many

1 Department of Classics and Philosophy, University of Cyprus, Nicosia,
Cyprus, email: portides@ucy.ac.cy

of the features of its target physical system. My aim in this paper
is to suggest a meta-algorithm that captures the ways by which we
specify forcefunctions, Hamiltonian operators, etc. To be more pre-
cise, my attempt is to establish a logical framework (i.e. to rationally
reconstruct) that captures the ways by which scientific models are
constructed for the representation of physical systems.

Theprocessof specificationcan beunderstoodto involve two dis-
tinct aspects, both of which, each in itsown way, play a crucial rolein
improvingthe accuracy or therepresentational capacity of themodel.
The first aspect concerns the question of how the degreeof resem-
blance of a model to its target physical system is increased. This
aspect comprises in the amalgamation inside the model of different
descriptions about different aspects of the physical system, so that a
more detailed and refined representation of the former is achieved.
Let me refer to this aspect as the processof concretisation (or de-
idealisation). The second aspect involves discovering (or inventing)
the different descriptions that enter in the processof concretisation.
It is, I claim, in the latter aspect of model construction that induction
andabduction are vital.

2 A Reconstruction of Modelli ng Processes

In trying to use the theoretical assertions to model physical systems,
we usually start from a highly abstract description of an ideal-type,
which we attempt to concretise by reintroducing into the description
all the abstracted features. Concretisation may involve a careful
study of the physical system in question and of all it s peculiarities
and it is something that often takes an entire scientific research
program to achieve (e.g. the structure of the nucleus research
program). What is important in my discussion is the question
of how the theory-dictated ’primary’ description of a physical
system is supplemented by what within the theory is considered of
’secondary’ importance. Concretisation is involved at three levels,
firstly in distinguishing what factors are necessary for achieving an
acceptable representation of the physical system, I refer to these as
the primary factors of the theoretical description. Secondly, what
factors are required in bringing every individual primary term of
the description closer to reality, as if it functions alone. And thirdly
what is required in bringing closer to reality the interacting terms,
thus compensating for the assumption that the separate terms are
disjoint and autonomous. The logical schema I want to suggest, to
capture this thought process, is a multi -dimensional improvement of
Nowak’s 1980account [8]. Nowak’s idealisation account was meant
to capture the logic of theories in the social sciences and economics.
I believe that the complexities involved in the physical sciences,
especially in the application of Quantum Mechanics, require the
multi -dimensional more generalized account that I urge, and that
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could be formulated as follows:

Tαβ : If R(x) and S11(x) = 0, . . . , Sαβ(x) = 0,
and if Pm1(x), . . . , Pmn(x) act on the physical system
autonomously from Pk1(x), . . . , Pkl(x), then
H(x) = f1(P11(x), . . . , P1γ(x)) + f2(P21(x), . . . , P2ξ(x))+
. . . + fδ(Pδ1(x), . . . , Pδǫ(x))

The statement Tαβ says that in a realistic description R(x)
of a physical system we abstract in two distinct ways. Firstly
we abstract by categorising the factors of influence into primary,
P ′s, and secondary, S′s, and by subtracting all the secondary
factors of influence from our initial theoretical description (i.e.
by assuming that they do not act on the system in question).
Secondly we abstract by grouping the primary factors into separate
terms, f ′

is, each of which is assumed to act autonomously in the
physical system, and bycategorising the secondary factors into their
corresponding groups. Each fi represents a mathematical function
of different primary and secondary factors of influence, and the
subscripts (indices) are only meant to state distinctions between
different factors and groupings among factors. For instance, f1 is
a function conceptually distinct from f2 because the influencing
factors of which it is a function are assumed to act autonomously
on the physical system from the respective factors of which f2 is a
function. Also, each Pij (or Sij ) are indexed so that the modelli ng
assumption that each factor of influence can be described distinctly
from other factors is captured in the logical schema. The first index
in the primary (and secondary) factors refers to the grouping to
which the factor belongs and the second index is its name. The
overall model description is represented by H , which is the sum of
mathematical terms each of which is functionally related only to
different primary factors of influence. The step-by-step process of
concretisation of our hypothesis, that would improve the represen-
tational capacity of our model, involves the gradual additi on of the
secondary factors related with each and every one of the individ-
ual primary terms. A first step concretisationwould bethefollowing:

Tαβ−1 : If R(x) and S11(x) = 0, . . . , Sαβ−1(x) = 0,
and Sαβ(x) 6= 0, and if Pm1(x), . . . , Pmn(x)
act on the physical system autonomously from
Pk1(x), . . . , Pkl(x), then H(x) = f1(P11(x), . . . , P1γ(x))+
. . . + gαβ−1[fα(Pα1(x), . . . , Pαη(x)), hαβ(Sαβ(x))]+
. . . + fδ(Pδ1(x), . . . , Pδǫ(x))

Where, I have added the influence of just one secondary factor
(Sαβ) in just one of the gij terms (namely, gαβ−1). The gij terms
are simply new names to the grouping-function that is altered by the
introduction of one secondary function of influence, the first index i
signifies the name of the grouping and the second index j signifies
the number of factors introduced into the particular grouping. The
hij terms are the names of the mathematical expressions through
which the secondary factors of influence are represented. The
addition of just one secondary factor of influence into the logical
schema goes only to show that concretisation factors are added only
to individual primary terms, it does not portray the actual practicein
science, where concretisation factors may be added simultaneously
or after significant theoretical and experimental developments. It
must be noted that this logical schema allows for the regrouping of
thetermsin adescription, aswell asfor theintroduction of new terms
ascorrection factorsor asaddenda. In other words, it allowsfor radi-
cal improvements to representational models in a particular physical

domain that usually come about after a breakthrough is accom-
plished. A final concretised assertionwould havethefollowingform:

T 00 : If R(x) and S11(x) 6= 0, . . . , Sαβ(x) 6= 0,
and if Pm1(x), . . . , Pmn(x) act on the physical system
autonomously from Pk1(x), . . . , Pkl(x), then H(x) =
g10[f1(P11(x), . . . , P1γ(x)), h11(S11(x)), . . . , h1θ(S1θ(x))]+
g20[f2(P21(x), . . . , P2ψ(x)), h21(S21(x)), . . . , h2χ(S2χ(x))]
+ . . . +
gδ0[fδ(Pδ1(x), . . . , Pδǫ(x)), hδ1(Sδ1(x)), . . . , hδφ(Sδφ(x))]

The final statement T 00 says that in a theoretical description of a
physical system, in which all known factors of influence that were
initially abstracted from the realistic description R are now reintro-
duced, we have an expression that breaks down the impact of all
influencing factors into several terms each of which is assumed to
act autonomously in the physical system. I believe that this account
captures well the construction processof many applications of Clas-
sical and Quantum Mechanics. It also sheds some light on how rep-
resentational models relate to the theory (a task that is beyond the
scope of the present work). Moreover, it explicates one other impor-
tant element of scientific model construction. Each different term of
the description carries its own separate, and frequently independent,
assumptions, which isamuch more accurateunderstanding of scien-
tific practice than regarding all as assumptions boundto the overall
model description.

The claim I want to urgeisthat inductive andabductiveprocedures
areoperative in discovering(or inventing) how each term in theover-
all description is to berepresented. That is to say, that weneed either
inductive or abductive arguments in order to justify the introduction
of theindividual termsP ′

ijs andS′

ijs in thelogical schema above, but
that such argumentson their own do not justify theoverall model de-
scriptionH , the latter is something that isdetermined by theprocess
of abstraction/idealisationand itsconverse processof concretisation.
In other words, induction and abduction are processes that piggy-
back on the processes of abstraction/idealisation and concretisation.
I will proceed to briefly sketch two examples that can help visualize
the above modelli ng processand distinguish its two aspects.

3 Scientific Modelli ng from theViewpoint of the
Concretisation Logical Schema

The simple pendulum is probably one of the most successful scien-
tific representations in the history of science. To model the actual
pendulum apparatus we start by assuming a mass-point bob sup-
ported by a massless inextensible cord of length l performing in-
finitesimal oscill ations about an equili brium point. Thus the equa-
tion of motion of the simple harmonic oscill ator can be used as the
starting point for modelli ng a real pendulum and thus attempting
to measure the acceleration due to the Earth’s gravitational field:
θ′′ + (g/l)θ = 0 . But the idealised assumptions underlying this
model equation, do not describe how the apparatus is in the world
but they dictate an ideal description of the apparatus. Henceit is ob-
vious to physicists that if a reasonably accurate representation is de-
manded, thevariousinfluencingfactorsof thependulum motionmust
be incorporated into the model. This isnot something peculi ar to the
pendulum but it i s a demand that is present in the majority of cases
of modelli ng physical systems.

In the pendulum example areasonably accurate representational
model would involve the following influencing factors: (i) finite
amplitude, (ii ) finite radius of bob, (iii ) massof ring, (iv) mass of
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cap, (v) mass of cap screw, (vi) mass of wire, (vii ) flexibilit y of
wire, (viii ) rotation of bob, (ix) double pendulum, (x) buoyancy,
(xi) linear damping, (xii ) quadratic damping, (xiii ) decay of finite
amplitude, (xiv) added mass, (xv) stretching of wire, (xvi) motion
of support. To increase the degreeof resemblance of the model to
the pendulum apparatus mathematical descriptions of these factors
are introduced into the model equation in a cumulative manner.
Hence the aspects of modelli ng that were discerned above, i.e.
concretisation, induction, and abduction, are clearly discerned in the
pendulum case. To identify these influencing factors and to decide
how they must be introduced into the model is a clear demonstration
of what I have labelled the process of concretisation. In fact the
above logical schema applies to the model of the pendulum in its
most abstract and idealised form as follows:

Tαβ : If R(x) and S11(x) = 0, . . . , S1β(x) = 0, then
H(x) = f1(P11(x)

In this simpleform theschemasuggests that only oneprimary fac-
tor of influenceis identified (that of the linear restoring forcedue to
gravity), and all secondary factors of influence are corrections to the
influence of gravity. Where H(x) = f1(P11(x) is a metalinguis-
tic description of the Newtonian equation of motion of the simple
harmonic oscill ator θ′′ + (g/l)θ = 0, that is meant to model the
pendulum at a high degreeof idealizationand abstraction.

To discover what descriptions must be used for each of the sec-
ondary influencing factors is a clear demonstration of either an in-
duction or an abduction process (The modelli ng details of the real
pendulum apparatus can be found in [7]). Here is a case of an ab-
ductive procedure in determining how the air resistance acts on the
oscill ating system (pendulum bob and wire) to cause the amplitude
to decrease with time andto increase theperiod. TheReynolds num-
ber for each component of the system determines the law of force
for that component. The drag force is hence expressed in terms of a
dimensionlessdrag coefficient, which is a function of the Reynolds
number. In the pendulum case it can be argued abductively that a
quadratic force law should apply for the pendulum bob, whereas a
linear force law should apply for the pendulum wire (both of these
are clearly inferences to thebest explanation). Hence, it makes sense
to establish a damping force which is a combination of linear and
quadratic velocity terms: F = b |v| + cv2. To determine the physi-
cal dampingconstantsb andc thework-energy theorem isemployed,
an appropriate velocity function v = f(θ0, t) is assumed, and under
the assumption of conservation of energy they are matched to exper-
imental results. The final expression of the effect of air damping is
introduced into the equation of motion of the model.

Here is a case based on an inductive procedure in determining
how the length of the pendulum is increased by stretching of the
wire due to the weight of the bob. By Hooke’s law (which, being
an empirical law, could be claimed that it i s arrived at inductively)
when the pendulum is suspended in a static position the increase is
∆l = mgl0/ES, where S is the cross-sectional area and E is the
elastic modulus. The dynamic stretching when the pendulum is os-
cill ating is due to the apparent centrifugal and Coriolis forces acting
on the bob during the motion. This feature is modelled by analogy
with the spring-pendulum system to the near stiff limit. When these
features are introduced into the model equation it gives rise to a sys-
tem of coupled equations of motion.

A more complicated modelli ng example is that of the nuclear
unified model used in the representation of the nuclear structure [2].
The unified model is based on a highly complex hypothesis about

the nature of the nucleus, which expresses our conception of the
nuclear structure as it has been shaped by the successes and failures
of predecessor models. The hypothesis asserts that the nucleus is a
complex system of a collection of particles that exhibit some form
of independent nucleon motion, but that this motion is constrained
by a slow collective motion of a core of nucleons, and that the two
modes of motion interact with each other. In addition it asserts that
the collective mode of motion is constituted by threedistinct kinds
of motion (vibration, rotation and giant resonance), two of which
demonstrate an interaction mode. These ideas are expressed in the
formalism of Quantum Mechanics in terms of the Hamiltonian
operator of the unified model that is used in the Schrdinger equation
for thenucleus. ThisHamiltonian operator takes the following form:
HTOT = HSP +HCOL+HINT . WhereHSP is thesingle-particle
Hamiltonian term, HINT is the interaction mode Hamiltonian term,
and the collective Hamiltonian is divided into four distinct modes of
motion: HCOL = HROT + HV IB + HROT−V IB + HGR . Each
of these terms are, of course, constituted by complex expressions
that represent the various factors involved in each particular mode of
nuclear motion. Sincethere are six primary terms, the above logical
schema applies to theunified model in itsmost abstract andidealised
form as follows:

Tαβ : If R(x) and S11(x) = 0, . . . , Sαβ(x) = 0,
and if Pm1(x), . . . , Pmn(x) act on the physical system
autonomously from Pk1(x), . . . , Pkl(x), then
H(x) = f1(P11(x), . . . , P1γ(x)) + f2(P21(x), . . . , P2ξ(x))+
. . . + f6(P61(x), . . . , P6ǫ(x))

Where H(x) = f1(P11(x), . . . , P1γ(x)) + f2(P21(x), . . . ,
P2ξ(x))+ . . .+f6(P61(x), . . . , P6ǫ(x)) isametalinguistic descrip-
tion of the total Hamiltonian operator of theunified model of nuclear
structure, i.e. HTOT = HSP + HROT + HV IB + HROT−V IB +
HGR + HINT .

Theunified model isan examplethat demonstrates two fundamen-
tal elementsof model construction in the application of quantum me-
chanics. Firstly, in the caseof theunified model thehypothesisof the
model is not asserted in a highly abstract form. It involves many of
the significant features of the nuclear structure that are present in
our description of the physical system. Nevertheless, in specifying
a Hamiltonian we abstract by dividing these features into threesep-
arate terms, as if their contribution to the behaviour of the nucleus
is distinct and autonomous. This procedure is very frequent in mod-
elli ng in physics, but we must recognise that it i s only a conceptual
division. The three terms in the unified model Hamiltonian are not
meant to act disjointedly nor to represent separately, we impel the
division by abstracting. The abstraction involved is the foundation
of the counterfactual assertion, implied by the Hamiltonian, that the
overall nuclear motion isas if it receivescontributionsfrom distinct
and autonomous modes of motion. This way by which abstraction
is used in our modelli ng is reflected in the above logical schema of
model construction.

Secondly, the individual Hamiltonian terms of the model are not
constructed in identical ways. The HSP term is modelled by using
the principles of Quantum Mechanics from the outset in a system-
atic manner, i.e. by usingastock model of thetheory and postulating
ways by which to concretise the abstractions involved. The collec-
tivemotion terms, however, differ significantly in themethod of con-
struction. In fact the collective terms are first set up as if the system
behaves in accordance to classical mechanics and at some appro-
priate stage its parameters are quantized, i.e. the classical functions
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are converted to quantum mechanical operators. This is a standard
procedure in phenomenological modelli ng in quantum mechanics,
which deserves its own analysis. But for the purposes of this work
we must discern that in such cases no stock model of Quantum Me-
chanics is used, and notheoretical justification exists for the quanti-
zation of classical variables. In other words, part of the Hamiltonian
of theunified model is in fact semi-classical. Thisgives rise to ques-
tions concerning the construction of representation models that are
not outright products of quantum theory alone. This aspect of mod-
elli ng, which is so common in the application of Quantum Mechan-
ics, is also reflected in the above logical schema of model construc-
tion, since there is no restriction that the fi’s and the gij ’s must be
dictated by theory.

Abductive reasoning enters in the construction of the unified
model in two levels. The first is in reaching the conclusion that al-
thoughthe individual motion term and the collective motion term
are constructed in significantly different ways (i.e. the first by using
quantum mechanical principles from the outset, and the second by
semi-classical processes) the best way to achieve an explanation of
thenuclear properties isby employing both termsin aunified Hamil -
tonian. The secondis in reaching the conclusion of what contributes
to each particular term of the Hamiltonian, i.e. in establishing the
best possible description of each term that would most accurately
represent the different modes of motion of the nucleus.

4 Conclusion

The logical schema of the concretisation process, I suggest, captures
most of the elements of theory application. But most importantly,
what underlies this way of looking at theory application is that in-
ductive and abductive inferences are mainly present in determining
specific factors that influencethe behaviour of physical systems, and
not in determining general unifying theories. Grouping these factors
together in order to reach atheoretical representation of a target phys-
ical system isaprocessthat isprimarily guided bythe abstractionand
concretisation processes. This is, in my view, a more precise charac-
terisation of scientific practice, andin particular ’ theory application’ .
Theimportanceof inductionandabductioncould bebest understood
if these processes are seen as operating together with the process
of concretisation, and the logical schema above serves as a meta-
algorithm for understanding how all threeprocesses operate together
in our attempt to construct representations of phenomena.
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Disjunctive Bottom Set and I tsComputation
Wenj in Lu and RossK ing 1

Abstract. This paper presents the disjunctive bottom set and dis-
cusses itscomputation. Different from existingextensionsof thebot-
tom set, such as the kernel[6], which is a set of hypotheses, the dis-
junctive bottom set is the weakest minimal single hypothesis in the
whole hypothesis space. It happens that the disjunctive bottom set
can be characterized in termsof minimal models. Asminimal models
can be computed in polynomial space complexity, so can thedisjunc-
tive bottom set. A flexible ILP framework based on the disjunctive
bottom set isalso outlined. Theframework sharesthelow space com-
plexity of the disjunctive bottom set. Another novelty of the frame-
work is that it leaves an opening via hypothesis selection function to
integrate more advanced hypothesis selectionmechanisms.

1 Introduction

Inverse Entailment(IE) [4] is one of the most important inference
mechanisms in inductive logic programming (ILP). It is an inverse
process of deductive reasoning. More formally, given background
knowledge B and an example E and B 6|= E, IE will work out a
set of rulesH such that

B ∧H |= E

In practice, a typical framework for implementing IE consists of
the followingmodules:

1. Bottom set generation: The bottom set of E under B, is defined
as a specific (ground) clause set whose negation is derivable from
B ∧ Ē.

2. Bottom set generalisation: Thiswill construct a clause theory H
such that every clause in thebottom set isθ-subsumed bya clause
in H.

3. Hypothesis selection: Biases are used for the selection of a spe-
cific hypothesis in the hypothesis space.

As an inverse processof deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning
is intrinsically a multi -solution process. Given B and E, however,
the hypothesis H that can be foundwith IE mainly depends on the
bottom set.

Example 1 Given backgroundknowledge B and anexample E as
follows,

B = { b→ a,
c ∧ d→ a,
e→ c,
f → c,
g → d,
h→ d }

E = a

1 Department of Computer Science, University of Wales, Aberystwyth,
Ceredigion, SY23 3DB, Wales, UK, e-mail:{wwl, rdk}@aber.ac.uk

the possible (minimal) inductivehypotheses could be:

(1) {a},
(2) {b},
(3) {c, d},
(4) {e, g},
(5) {e, h},
(6) {f, g},
(7) {f, h},
(8) {a ∨ b},
(9) {a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ e ∨ f, a ∨ b ∨ d ∨ g ∨ h}

Depending onthe selection of bottom set, existing ILP systems may
deliver different solutions. As it is limited to single Horn clause hy-
potheses, theProgol family takes (8) asabottom set andmay deliver
(1) or (2) as hypotheses. The HAIL system allows hypotheses con-
sisting of many Horn clauses and takes (1), (2), ..., (7) all together
as the bottom set. It may deliver hypothesis from (1) to (7) but not
(8) and (9). Hypothesis (9), however, does possess some desirable
properties as a bottom set:

• it i saminimal hypothesis in asense that no proper subset of (9) is
a hypothesis.

• it i s theweakest hypothesis in asense that it i s subsumed by other
hypotheses.

• it i s complete in a sense that all other hypothesis can be obtained
from (9) by selecting some literals from each clause in it. There-
fore it represents the multi -solution in a compact way.

This observation has led us to introduce the concept of the disjunc-
tive bottom set which is defined as the weakest minimal ground hy-
pothesis2 for given background knowledge B and an example E. In
additionto theproperties listed above, thedisjunctivebottom set also
has the followingadvantages:

• it can be characterised by the minimal models of a simple duality
transformation of B andE.

• With some restriction onthe syntax of B, the disjunctive bottom
set can be computed in polynomial space complexity as minimal
model computation can doso.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After introducing
some preliminaries in the next section, in section 3, we present the
disjunctive bottom set. Section 4 discusses the issues of computing
the disjunctive bottom set. The comparison with related work is pre-
sented in 5. We conclude the paper in section 6 by discussing some
future work

2 Preliminar ies and Background

In this section, based on the assumption of famili arity with first
order logic and logic programming [3], wegive abrief review on the

2 seedefinitions in section 3
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inverse entailment and itsvariants.

Given a first order language L, here are the necessary notation and
terminology. A positive literal is an atom and a negative lit eral is the
negation of an atom. A groundliteral isaliteral without variables. We
denote HB(L) the Herbrand base of L, the set of all groundatoms
formed fromL. ThedisjunctiveHerbrand base, denoted asdHB(L),
is the set of all (finite) positive ground disjunctions formed from the
elements of the Herbrand base HB(L). The set of all groundliter-
als of L is denoted by GL(L). A clause is a disjunction of literals
where all variables in the clause are (implicitl y) universally quanti-
fied. Conventionally, a clause is also represented as a set of literals
which meansadisjunction of the literals in theset. In logic program-
mingsetting, a clauseC iswritten as

B1 ∧ ... ∧Bn → A1 ∨ ... ∨Am

where m, n ≥ 0 and Ai, Bi are atoms. A Horn clause is a clause
containing at most one positive literal, that is, m ≤ 1. A (Horn)
clausal theory is a conjunction of (Horn) clauses. Given C as above,
C = (B1 ∧ ...∧Bn ∧¬A1 ∧ ...∧¬Am)σ iscalled the complement
of C, where σ isa Skolemising substitution for C.

Given a clausal theory B, an (Herbrand) interpretation of B is
a subset of Herbrand base. Given an interpretation I , a ground
clause C = B1 ∧ ... ∧ Bk → A1 ∨ ... ∨ Al is true in the I iff
{B1, ..., Bk} ⊆ I implies{A1, ..., Al} ∩ I 6= ∅, denoted asI |= C.
I is a model of B iff all clauses in B are true in I . A model M of B
isminimal model i ff there isnomodel M1 of B such that M1 ⊂M .
The set of all minimal models of B isdenoted byMM(B).

The central task of ILP is to find a hypothesis H from given back-
ground knowledge B and examples E such that

B ∧H |= E

where H , B and E are all finite clausal theories. Inverse Entailment
fulfills this task by so-called bottom generalisation, which is, in turn,
based on bottom set [4]. The following definitions and notations are
taken from [9] with B andE are limited to aHorn theory andaHorn
clause, respectively.

Definition 1 (Muggleton’sBottom Set) Let B be a Horn theory
and E be a Horn clause. Then the bottom Set of B and E is the
clause

bot(B, E) = {L | L ∈ GL(L) andB ∧E |= ¬L}

We denote bot+(B, E) the set of atoms in bot(B, E) and
bot−(B, E) the set of atoms whose negation is in bot(B, E). With
the notation, we have

bot(B, E) ≡
^

bot−(B, E)→
_

bot+(B,E)

Definition 2 (Bottom Generalisation) Let B be a Horn theory and
E be a Horn clause. A Horn clause H is said to be derivable by
bottom generalization fromB andE iff H θ-subsumes Bot(B,E).

For computational purpose, Bottom set has been rephrased in [9] in
termsof deductive andabductivereasoning. In thefollowing, without
lossof generality, we assume that exampleE isa groundatom, as in
the caseE isa Horn clause, normalisation processcan be applied 3.

3 Given a Horn theory B and Horn clause E = a1 ∧ ... ∧ an → b, B =
B ∧ a1σ ∧ ... ∧ amσ and ǫ = bσ is called a normalisation of B and E,
where σ is aSkolemising substitution for E [6]

Proposition 1 Given Horn theory B and ground atomE with B 6|=
E. Then

bot−(B, E) = {a |a ∈ HB(L) andB |= a}
bot+(B, E) = {b |b ∈ HB(L) andB ∧ {b} |= E}

The interesting point with this reformulation is that it explicitl y re-
veals the relationship between inductive logic programming and ab-
ductive logic programming, that is, bot+(B,E) can be generated by
employingan abductiveproceduretoabduce all single atom hypothe-
ses(assuming that all atomsare abducible). Asindicated in [6], how-
ever, Muggleton’s bottom set is incomplete due to its restriction to
single clause hypotheses. This has led to a further generali sation of
thebottom set by allowingabductivehypotheseswith multiple atoms
[6, 7], which providesasemantic underpinning to alarger hypothesis
spacethan that computed usingMuggleton’s bottom set.

Definition 3 (Kernel, Kernel Generalisation) Let B be a Horn
theory and E a ground atom with B 6|= E. Then the Kernel of B
andE, written asKer(B, E), is the formula defined as follows:

Ker(B, E) ≡
^
Ker−(B, E)→

_
Ker+(B, E)

where

Ker−(B, E) = {a |a ∈ HB(L) andB |= a}
Ker+(B, E) = {∆ |∆ ⊆ HB(L) andB ∧∆ |= E}

A Horn theory H is said to bederivable by Kernel Generalisation iff
H |= Ker(B, E).

It hasbeen shown that kernel generalisation is soundin thesensethat
give B and E as above, for any Horn theory H , H |= Ker(B,E)
only if B ∧H |= E.

3 Disjunctive Bottom Set

This section presents the formal definition of the disjunctive bottom
set. After taking a further look at the Muggleton’s bottom set, we
show that for a given background knowledge B and a groundatom
E such that B 6|= E, there exist an unique weakest hypothesis H
such that B ∨H |= E. Naturally, the disjunctive bottom set is then
defined to be the weakest hypothesis. We start with the following
simple facts.

Proposition 2 Let B be a Horn theory and E be a ground atom.
Then for C = c1 ∨ ...∨ cn ∈ dHB, B ∧C |= E iff B ∧ ci |= E for
all i = 1, ..., n.

Proposition 3 Let B be a Horn theory and E a ground atom with
B 6|= E. For any H ∈ dHB, if B ∧ H |= E, then H |=W

bot+(B, E).

Proposition 2 and proposition 3 together show that bot+(B, E) is
nothing but theweakest positiveground hypothesisconsisting of sin-
gle clausefor B andE. For example, thehypothesis(8) inexample1.
Considering the fact that Muggleton’s bottom set is incomplete due
to this limitation, by the above propositions, it would be natural to
select the weakest ground hypothesis in the whole hypothesis space
as a bottom set. This is exactly the ideabehind the definition of the
disjunctive bottom set. In the following we give aformal account of
“ the weakest” ground hypothesis.
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Definition 4 (Positive Ground Hypothesis) Let B be a Horn the-
ory andE be a ground atom where B 6|= E. A positiveground hy-
pothesis of B andE is a set of positivegroundclauses of the form

PH = {Di |Di ∈ dHBi = 0, 1, ..., m}

satisfying
B ∧ D1 ∧ ... ∧ Dm |= E

A positive ground hypothesis PH is called minimal if there is no
positiveground hypothesis PH ′ such that PH ′ ⊂ PH .

In the following, a clausal theory S is said to clausally subsume
a clausal theory T , written as S ⊒ T , if every clause in T is θ-
subsumed by at least one clause in S. If S ⊒ T , then we say T is
weaker than S.

Definition 5 (Weakest positive ground hypothesis) Let PH be a
minimal positiveground hypothesisof a Horn theory B and a ground
atomE whereB 6|= E. PH iscalled weakest iff there isnominimal
positiveground hypothesis PH ′ of B andE such that PH ⊒ PH ′

andPH 6= PH ′.

The following lemma shows that the weakest positive ground hy-
pothesis, if any, isunique.

Lemma 1 (Uniquenessof weakest positive ground hypothesis)
Let B be a Horn theory and E be a ground atom where B 6|= E.
If both H1 and H2 are weakest positive ground hypotheses, then
H = H ′4.

Proof: Let H = H1 ∨ H2, then B ∧ H |= E. Convert H into a
conjunctive normal form (CNF) and remove all clauses which are
subsumed by others. Let the resultingCNF be Hc, then Hc is a pos-
itive ground hypothesis and is weaker than H1 and H2. But H1 and
H2 both are weakest, we have Hc ⊒ Hi (i = 1, 2). As H1, H2 and
Hc are all positive ground, we have H1 = Hc = H2.

For a given Horn theory B and an example E satisfying B 6|= E,
we still need to show the existence of the weakest positive ground
hypothesis. To fulfill this task, we borrow the approach and results
from [8] which discusses the duality for goal-driven query process-
ing in disjunctive deductive databases. The interesting point for us
is that it shows that the weakest minimal hypothesis can be obtained
by computing the minimal models of a duality transformation of B
and E. The following result taken from [8] has been tailored and
rephrased according to our needs. A more general version and its
proof can be foundin [8].

Definition 6 (Dual clause [8]) Let C = B1∧...∧Bk → A1∨...∨Al

be a clause, the dual clause of C, denoted by Cd, is a clause of the
form

Cd = A1 ∧ ... ∧Al → B1 ∨ ... ∨Bm

The dual of a set of clauses S is the set Sd of duals of each of the
members of S.

Theorem 1 ([8]) Let B be a Horn theory andE be a ground atom.
Let Bd

E = Bd ∪ {E}. IfMM(Bd
E) isnonempty, then

• B 6|= E
• E becomes derivable fromtheupdated clause theory B′ achieved

by adding to B the set of clauses S such that S ⊒MM(Bd
E).

4 hereweread aground hypothesis asaset of clauses, which, in turn, aresets
of groundatoms.

• S =MM(Bd
E) is the minimal andweakest such set that can be

added to B to guaranteethe derivablilit y of E fromB′.

Thefollowingcorollary clarifiestherelationship between minimal
models and positive ground disjunctive hypotheses.

Corollary 1 (Existenceof weakest positive ground hypothesis)
Let B bea Horn theory andE be a ground atomwith B 6|= E. Then
S = MM(Bd ∪ {E}) is the weakest minimal positive ground
hypothesis.

Example 2 Let B andE be as in example 1, then

Bd = { a→ b,
a→ c ∨ d,
c→ e,
c→ f,
d→ g,
d→ h}

MM(Bd ∪ {a}) = {{a, b, c, e, f}, {a, b, d, g, h}}. As
bot−(B,E) = ∅, we have

B ∪ {a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ ∨e ∨ f, a ∨ b ∨ d ∨ ∨g ∨ h} |= a

With lemma 1 andcorollary 1, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2 Let B be a Horn theory andE be a ground atom with
B 6|= E. Then there exists an unique weakest minimal positive
ground hypothesis.

With these results, we are now in a position to present the defini-
tion of the disjunctive bottom set.

Definition 7 (DisjunctiveBottom Set) Let B bea Horn theory and
E a ground atom with B 6|= E. Let WPH be the weakest minimal
hypothesis of B andE. The disjunctivebottom set of B andE is a
clausal theory of the form

dBot(B,E) = {bot−(B, E)→ D|D ∈WPH}

Example 3 Let B and E be as in example 1, By example 2 and
bot−(B,E) = ∅, we have

dBot(B,E) = {a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ e ∨ f, a ∨ b ∨ d ∨ g ∨ h}

In the following, we show that the disjunctive bottom set is a real
extension of bottom set (theorem 3). Thenext lemmafollowsthefact
that for any derivationD of ¬a from B ∧ ¬E, we have aderivation
Dd of a from Bd ∧ E obtained by replacing each C in theD with
Cd which isa clause in Bd ∧E.

Lemma 2 Let B bea Horn theory andE beground atomwith B 6|=
E. Then for any ground atoma, B ∧ ¬E |= ¬a iff Bd ∧E |= a.

Theorem 3 Let B be a Horn theory andE be a Horn clause. Then
bot(B,E) ⊒ dBot(B, E).

Proof: By lemma 2, for any a ∈ bot+(B, E), Bd ∧ E |= a. That
is, a is true in every minimal model of Bd ∧ E. Therefore for every
minimal model M ∈ MM(Bd ∧ E), bot+(B, E) ⊆ M . Thus the
theorem follows the definitions of the bottom set and the disjunctive
bottom set.
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4 On Computation of theDisjunctive Bottom Set

In this section we discuss the issues of computing the disjunctive
bottom set. By theorem 1 andthedefinition of thedisjunctivebottom
set, for given background knowledge B and an example E where
B 6|= E, the computation of dBot(B, E) turns out to be the genera-
tion of minimal models of Bd ∪E.

Minimal model computation has been intensively studied in the
community of disjunctive logic programming and theorem proving.
Many minimal model generation approaches have been proposed
in the literature [5, 1]. Among them the methods based on hyper
tableaux seem to offer a promising basis for minimal model reason-
ing [5, 1]. The hyper tableau calculus combines the idea from hy-
per resolution and from analytic tableaux. When applied to minimal
model generation, hyper tableaux are defined as aspecial kind of lit -
eral trees. The tree is generated in such a way, that in any step an
open branch isa candidate for a partial model.

While it i s true that there is a lot of algorithms for minimal model
generation, however, many of them were defined for ground theo-
riesor theories with restricted syntax. One such a restriction is range
restrictionclauses defined below.

Definition 8 (Range restr icted clause [1]) A clause is said to be
range restricted if every variable occurr ing in a positive literal also
appears in a negative literal. A clause theory is range restricted if
every clause in it is range restricted.

Asdiscussed in [1], for anon-rangerestricted clausal theory, arange-
restricted transformation can be applied to it to produce arange-
restricted clauses theory [1].

Specifically, for a range restricted clause theory, there exist min-
imal model generation procedures with a polynomial space com-
plexity. One such procedure is reported in [5]. The basic idea is to
generate models with a hyper tableau proof procedure and to in-
clude an additional test for ruling out those branches in the tableau
that do not represent minimal models. This groundedness test is
done locally, i.e. there is no need to compare abranch with other
branches computed previously; hencethere is no need to store mod-
els. In the following discussion, we will rely on this fact and as-
sume that the minimal model generation procedure provides an API
next minimal model(B), which takes a range-restricted clause
theory B and always returns the next minimal model i f any without
repeating.

Next, under the assumption that for a given backgroundHorn the-
ory B, Bd isrange-restricted, weoutline an ILPframework based on
thedisjunctivebottom set. To make the framework moreflexible, we
introduce the concept of a hypothesis selection function, which will
be used to select a ground hypothesis from the disjunctive bottom
set.

Definition 9 (Hypothesis selection function) A hypothesis selec-
tion function is a mapping

f : 2HB → 2HB

such that

• f(∅) = ∅
• if M 6= ∅, then f(M) 6= ∅ andf(M) ⊆M

f is called a Horn hypothesis selection function if f(M) contains
only one atom.

Algorithm 1 presents a computational procedure to compute in-
ductive hypotheses. The basic ideabehind the procedure is as fol-
lows: for agiven Horn theory B, agroundatom E, asBd isassumed
to be range-restricted, a minimal model generation procedure can be
applied to generate all minimal models of Bd ∪ {E}. For each min-
imal model, apply hypothesis selection function to produce apartial
hypothesis. This partial hypothesis is then generalised by a hypoth-
esis generalising procedure. Once the algorithm terminates, it will
produce an inductive hypothesis for E.

Algor ithm 1 : Computing Inductive hypotheses

Input: A Horn Theory B,
A groundatom E,
A hypothesis selection functionF

Output: A hypothesisH
begin

H = ∅
repeat

M = next minimal model(Bd
E)

if M 6= “no′′

let H be ageneralisation of bot(B,E)− → F(M)
H = H ∪ {H}

until M = “no′′

returnH
end

The following theorem shows that algorithm 1 is soundand com-
plete.

Theorem 4 (Soundnessand Completeness) Let B be a Horn the-
ory and E a ground atom. Then a clause H is a hypothesis of E
given B iff there existsa hypothesis selection functionf such thatH
is the output of algorithm 1 with the input of the Horn theory B, the
ground atomE andthe hypothesis selection functionf .

5 Related work

The work presented here has been influenced by several existing
work. The bottom set was first introduced in [4]. As rephrased
in [9, 6, 7], given abackground knowledgeB and groundatom E, the
bottom set bot(B, E) can be represented in two parts, bot−(B,E)
and bot+(B,E), where bot−(B, E) is the least Herbrand model of
B and bot+(B,E) is the set of atoms abducible from B and E. By
proposition 2 and 3, bot+(B, E) is nothing but the weakest single
clause which is an hypothesis for E given B. In this sense, the dis-
junctive bottom set is a natural extension of the bottom set as it is
theweakest set of clauseswhich, altogether, form ahypothesis for E
given B.

The disjunctive bottom set has been much inspired by the kernel
set approach [6], which is a generalisation on bottom set. Given B
andE, the kernel can be represented as

Ker(B, E) ≡
^
Ker−(B, E)→

_
Ker+(B, E)

where

Ker−(B, E) = {a |a ∈ HB(L) andB |= a}
Ker+(B,E) = {∆ |∆ ⊆ HB(L) andB ∧∆ |= E}

As Kernel is a complete extension of the bottom set, it it i s not sur-
prise that, the disjunctive bottom set and the Kernel aresemantically
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equivalent in a sense that they represented each other in a dual way.
More precisely we have the following result.

Theorem 5 (Duali ty of thedisjunctivebottom set and theKernel)
Let B be a Horn theory and E be a ground atom where B 6|= E.
Then _

Ker+(B, E)↔
^
MM(Bd ∪ {E})

Proof: Let WPH =
V
MM(Bd∪{E}), then WPH isaground

clause theory consisting of only positive groundclauses. Let ∆ be a
model of WPH , then∆ subsumesWPH . AsWPH istheweakest
hypothesis, wehaveB∧∆ |= E, therefore, ∆ ∈ Ker+(B, E). That
is, ∆ isa model of

W
Ker+(B, E).

Now let δ be a model of
W
Ker+(B,E), then δ must be a

hypothesis of E under B. As WPH is the weakest hypothesis, we
have δ subsumes WPH . Therefore δ is a model of WPH . This
completes our proof.

While it i s true that the disjunctive bottom set and the kernel are
semantically equivalent, the differences between the two are also
clear. TheKer+(B, E) is defined as a set of hypotheses consisting
of groundatoms as each ∆ is a hypothesis. The disjunctive bottom
set isasinglehypothesis. Thedifferencein representation hasalso an
impact on their implementation. The kernel set approach has its im-
plementation based on abductive reasoning and the ILP framework
presented herewill be implemented ontop of minimal model reason-
ingand share the advantage of lower space complexity.

Another interesting ILP framework is CF-induction [2]. It is also
soundandcomplete for finding hypothesesfrom full clausal theories,
and can be used for inducing not only definite clauses but also non-
Horn clauses and integrity constraints. The big difference between
CF-inductionand our framework is the way in which the hypotheses
are computed. CF-inductioncomputes hypotheses usingaresolution
method via consequence finding. Our framework is based on min-
imal model generation. Another difference is in dealing with bias.
While it i s modelled in CF-induction by production field, inductive
bias can be represented in our framework via more general hypothe-
sis selection function.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents the disjunctive bottom set which is a natural ex-
tension of Muggleton’s bottom set. Different from existing exten-
sions, the disjunctive bottom set is the weakest minimal hypothesis
and can be represented by the minimal models of a duality trans-
formation of background knowledge B and an example E. In addi-
tion, thedisjunctivebottom set can be computed in polynomial space
complexity. An ILP framework based on the disjunctive bottom set
is also outlined. The main novelty of the new framework is its low
space complexity. In additionthehypothesis selectionfunction in the
framework leaves an opening to integrate more advanced hypothesis
selectionmechanism in hypothesis construction.

A lot of work remains to do. Firstly we will prototype the frame-
work for experiment andcomparetheresultswith existingwork. The
other point wewant to exploit further isto cooperatestatistical meth-
ods into thehypothesis selection. An interestingapplicationareawill
be bioinformatics, where ILPhas shown great success.
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Abduction, Induction, and the Logic of Scientific
Knowledge Development

Peter Flach1 and AntonisKakas2 and Oliver Ray3

Abstract. In this paper we outline some recent developments in
the study of abduction and induction and their role in scientific
modelli ng and knowledge refinement. We also describe a central
challenge that appears to be emerging from this study: namely, the
problem of developing practical approaches for exploiting abduction
and induction, of formally characterising the limitations of such ap-
proaches, and of identifying the classes of real-world problems to
which they can be usefully applied.

1 Modelli ng Scientific Theor ies

Modelli ng a scientific domain is a continuous processof observing
and understanding phenomena according to some currently available
model, and using this understanding to improve the original domain
model. In thisprocessonestartswith arelatively simplemodel which
gets further improved andexpanded as theprocessis iterated. At any
given stage of its development, the current model is very likely to
be incomplete. The task then is to use the information given to us
by experimental observations to improve and possibly complete this
description. The development of our theories is driven by the obser-
vations and the need for these theories to conform to the observa-
tions. This point of view forms the basis of many formal theories of
scientific discovery [22, 7, 15] 4 in the sense that the development
of a scientific theory is considered to be an incremental processof
refinement strongly guided by the empirical observations.

Consideringa logical approach to thisproblem of incremental de-
velopment of ascientific model, philosophers of sciencehaverecog-
nized the need to introducenew synthetic formsof reasoning, along-
side with the analytical reasoning form of deduction. Drawing on
Aristotle’s syllogistic logic, Charles Sanders Peirce [6, 21] distin-
guished between abduction and induction, and studied their respec-
tiverolein thedevelopment of scientific theories. Morerecently, sev-
eral authors have studied abduction and induction from the perspec-
tiveof Artificial Intelli gence andCognitiveScience. [8, 11, 17, 4]. In
particular, one recent volume [4] is devoted to the problem of com-
paring these two forms of reasoning and investigating their possible
unification or integration for the purposes of Artificial Intelli gence.

Given atheory T describing our current (incomplete) model of the
scientific domain under investigation, and a set of observations de-
scribed by the sentences, O, abduction and induction are employed
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in the process of incorporating the new information contained in
the observations into the current theory. They both synthesize new
knowledge, H, that extends the current model to T∪H, such that (1)
T∪H |= O, and(2) T∪H isconsistent (where |= denotes thededuc-
tive entailment relation of the formal logic used in therepresentation
of our theory andconsistency refersalso to the corresponding notion
in this logic). The particular choiceof the underlying logic depends
on the problem or phenomena that we are trying to model. In many
casesthis isbased onfirst-order predicate calculus, as for example in
the approach of Theory Completion in [20]. But other logics can be
used, e.g. the non-monotonic logics of Default Logic [25] or Logic
Programming with Negation-as-Failure [1, 16] when the modelli ng
of our problem requires this level of expressivity.

Given this single formal definition of these two forms of reason-
ing, how can they be distinguished and why should we need to do
so? One way to distinguish them is to consider the extent to which
we allow thenew knowledge H, to complement the current theory T.
Abduction typically assumes that we can identify two distinct setsof
predicates: observable predicates and abducible predicates. This re-
flects the assumption that our model T has reached a sufficient level
of comprehension of the domain such that all the incompletenessof
themodel can be isolated in itsabducible predicates. Theobservable
predicates are assumed to be completely defined (in T) in terms of
the abducible predicates and other backgroundauxili ary predicates;
any incompleteness in their representation comes from the incom-
pletenessin the abducible predicates. Furthermore, the empirical ob-
servations of the domain that we are trying to model are described
using observable predicates only (typically as groundatomic facts).

The abducible predicates describe underlying (theoretical) rela-
tions in our model that are not observable directly but can, through
the model T, bring about observable consequences. Having isolated
the incompletenessof our model in the abducible predicates, abduc-
tivereasoning generates explanations in termsof thesepredicates for
understanding, according to themodel, thespecific observations that
wehaveof our scientific domain. Such explanationsgenerate knowl-
edge that is specific to the particular state or scenario of the world
pertaining to the observations explained and to the given model T
from which they were generated. Adding an explanation to the the-
ory then allows us to predict further observable information but this
new predictive power is restricted to come only throughthe already
given knowledge in our theory that definestheobservablepredicates.
Note that the form of the abductive hypothesis depends heavily on
the particular theory T at hand, and the way that we have chosen to
represent the domain.

On the other hand, induction typically generates knowledge in the
form of new general rules that can provide – either directly, or indi-
rectly throughthe current theory T that they extend – new interrela-
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tionships between the predicates of our theory that can include the
observable predicates and even in some cases new predicates. The
inductive hypothesis thus introduces new, hitherto unknown, links
between therelationsthat we arestudying, thusallowing new predic-
tions on the observable predicates that would have been impossible
to obtain from the original theory under any abductive extension.

The role of an inductive hypothesis, H, is to extend the existing
theory T to a new theory T ′ = T ∪H, rather than reason with T un-
der the set of assumptions H as is the case for abduction. Hence T
is replaced by T ′ to become anew theory with which we can subse-
quently reason, either deductively or abductively, to extract informa-
tion from it. In effect, H provides the link between observables and
non-observables that was missing or incomplete in the original the-
ory T. This isparticularly evident from the fact that inductioncan be
performed starting from an empty given theory T, using just the set
of observations. Theobservations specify incomplete (usually exten-
sional) knowledge about the observable predicates, which we aim to
generalise into new knowledge.

Indeed, from one point of view (e.g. asapplied in Machine Learn-
ing) the essential aspect of inductionseemsto bethekind of sample-
to-population inference exemplified by the following schema, usu-
ally called (categorical) inductive generalisation:

All objects in the sample satisfy P(x);
therefore, all objects in the population satisfy P(x).

In contrast, thegeneralisingeffect of abduction, if at all present, is
much more limited. With thegiven current theory T weimplicitl y re-
strict thegeneralising power of abductionaswerequirethat thebasic
model of our domain remains that of T. The existenceof this theory
separates two levelsof generalisation: (a) that contained in thetheory
and(b) new generalisations that arenot given by thetheory. Through
abduction we can only have the first level, while induction aims for
a stronger and genuinely new generalising effect on the observable
predicates. Whereas the purpose of abduction is to extend the theory
with an explanation and then reason with it, thus enabling the gen-
eralising potential of the given theory T, in induction the purpose is
to extend the given theory to a new theory, which can provide new
possible observable consequences.

2 Integrating Abduction and Induction

This complementarity of abduction and induction suggests a basis
for their integration within the context of theory formation. A cycle
of integrationof abduction and induction [3] emerges that is suitable
for our task of incremental scientific modelli ng. Abduction is used
to transform the observations to information onthe abducible pred-
icates. Then induction takes this as input and tries to generalize this
information to general rules for the abducible predicates now treat-
ingthese asobservablepredicatesfor itsown purposes. The cycle can
then berepeated byaddingthe learned information onthe abducibles
back in the model as new partial information onthe incomplete ab-
duciblepredicates. Thiswill affect the abductive explanationsof new
observations to be used again in a subsequent phase of induction.
Hencethroughthiscycleof integration the abductive explanationsof
the observations are added to the theory, not in the (simple) form in
which they have been generated, but in a generalized form given by
a processof induction onthese (Figure 1).

A simple example, adapted from [24], that ill ustrates this cycle of
integration of abductionandinduction isasfollows. Supposethat our
current model, T, contains the following rule and backgroundfacts:

T

T′

O′

O

T∪H = O AbductionInduction

Figure 1. The cycle of abductive and inductive knowledge development: T
is the current theory, O theobservations triggering theory development, and
H thenew knowledge generated. On the left-hand sidewehave induction, its
output feeding into the theory T for later useby abduction onthe right; the
abductive output in turn feeds into the observational data O for later useby

induction, and so on.

sad(X) if tired(X), poor(X).

academic(oli). academic(ale). academic(kr).
student(oli). lecturer(ale). lecturer(kr).
tired(oli). tired(ale). tired(kr).

Suppose also that our only observable predicate is sad and we are
given the observations

O = {sad(ale),sad(kr),not sad(oli)}

Can we use these facts to improve our model? If we assume that
the incompleteness resides in the predicate poor, then we can use
abduction to explain the observations O via the explanation

E = {poor(ale), poor(kr),not poor(oli)}

Subsequently, treating this explanation as training data for inductive
generalization we can generalizethis to get the hypothesis:

H = {poor(X) if lecturer(X).}

thus (partially) defining the abducible predicate poor when we ex-
tend our theory with this rule.

The combination of abduction and induction has recently been
studied and deployed in several ways within the context of Inductive
Logic programming (ILP). In particular, the widely used inference
method of Inverse Entailement [20] can be seen as integrating ab-
ductive inference(which is used in the construction of the so-called
“bottom clause”) andinductiveinference(which isused to generalize
the bottom clause). This is realized in the ILP system Progol 5 and
applied to several problems including the discovery of the function
of genes in anetwork of metabolic pathways [14] and, morerecently,
to the study of enzyme inhibition in metabolic networks [26].

In [19] Theory Completion is realized in an ILP system called
ALECTO, which integrates a first phase of extraction or identifica-
tion case abduction [2] – to transform each training example into
an abductive hypothesis – followed by a second phase of induction
that generalizes these abductive hypotheses. It hasbeen used to learn
robot navigation control programs by completing the specific do-
main knowledge required, within a general theory of planning that
the robot uses for its navigation [18].

Unlike most other machine learning approaches, frameworks that
incorporate abductive reasoning capabiliti es can perform what is
called non-observation predicate learning (non-OPL) [20] wherethe
concept being learnt differs from that observed in the examples. This
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abilit y is absolutely crucial in the applications cited above, where
the concept of interest (e.g. enzyme inhibition) cannot be observed
directly, but must be inferred indirectly from the observed data (i.e.
metabolite concentrations).

The development of these initial frameworks for integrating ab-
duction and induction in a cycle of knowledge refinemnt prompted
the study of their completenesswith respect to the general problem
of finding consistent hypotheses H such that T ∪H |= O for a given
theory T and observations O. Progol was foundto be semantically
[27] and procedurally [24] incomplete and several new frameworks
of integration of abduction and induction were later proposed, such
as SOLDR [10], Model Constraining Clauses [5], Abductive Con-
cept Learning (ACL) [13] and Hybrid AbductiveInductiveLearning
HAIL [24, 23].

In particular, HAIL has shown that one of the main reasons for
the incompletenessof Progol is that it uses a very restricted form of
abductive reasoning. Lifting some of these restrictions through the
employment of methods from Abductive Logic Programming [12],
HAIL has also enabled the theory and practiceof Bottom Generali -
sation to be extended in order to allow the inferenceof multi -clause
hypotheses in response to a single example while continuing to ex-
ploit the tried and tested mechanisms of language and search bias
used in systems like Progol 5. In this way, HAIL has enlarged the
classof real-world problems that are soluble in practice.

By contrast, theoretically complete inductive procedures have
been proposed for full clausal logic. These include Consequence
Finding Induction (CF-Induction) [9] and Residue Hypotheses [28].
CF-Induction isespecially interestingasit provides somesupport for
language biasand pruning. It also offersauseful framework to study
the incompleteness of other systems such as Progol5 and HAIL,
which can both be viewed as practically motivated restrictions of
CF-Induction. Moreover, between the two extremes of systems like
Progol and CF-Induction, there isa whole spectrum of opportunities
wheremay lie thedelicatebalancebetween efficiency and generality
that will be necessary to addressreal-world applications.

An excitingresearch agenda istherefore emergingthat involves(i)
exploring the inevitable tradeoffs between efficiency and generality,
(ii ) examining the potential utilit y of non-Horn learning systems by
developing procedures for disjunctive and normal logic programs,
(iii ) studying the strengths and limitations of such approaches, (iv)
identifying the classof problems to which they can be profitably ap-
plied, and (v) investigating the degree to which such methods are
actually used in scientific methodology and everyday li fe. We be-
lieve the work presented at this workshop clearly shows that these
challenges are beginning to be addressed and that the results may
lead to important developments in fieldsranging from thepracticeof
Artificial intelli gence and Machine Learning to scientific theory de-
velopment in areas such asSystems Biology andCognitive Science.
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An Abduction framework for Handling
Incompletenessin First-Order Learning

S. Ferilli and F. Esposito and N. Di Mauro and T.M.A. Basile and M. Biba1
Abstract. This paper presents the ILP incremental learning sys-
tem INTHELEX, focusing onits abductive capabilit y. It is based on
an abductive proof procedure that aims at attacking the problem of
incomplete information by hypothesizing likely facts that are not ex-
plicitl y stated in the observations. The system implements a frame-
work in which inductive andabductive inferencebeen brought to co-
operation, and its performance in experiments on both artificial and
real-world dataset is encouraging.

1 INTRODUCTION

Most traditional Machine Learning approaches focus on inductive
mechanismsin order to achievethelearning goal. In order to broaden
the investigation and the applicabilit y of machine learning schemes,
it i s necessary to move on to more expressive representations which
require more complex inferencemechanisms and strategies to work
together, taking advantage of the benefits that each approach can
bring. In particular, oneof theproblemsof thetraditional approach to
predicate-learning is the partial relevance of the available evidence,
that could be takled by abduction. The problem of integrating an ab-
ductive strategy in an inductive learner is made harder in the incre-
mental setting, wherehypothesizeinformation ismoredifficult since
the knowledge isnot completely available at the beginning.

INTHELEX (INcremental THEory Learner from EXamples) [6] is
an incremental learningsystem for the induction of hierarchical first-
order logic theories from positive and negative examples, that works
under the Object Identity (OI) assumption [15]. It learns simultane-
ously multiple concepts, possibly related to each other, and guaran-
tees validity of the theories on all the processed examples. It uses
feedback on performance to activate the theory revision phase on a
previously generated version of thetheory, but learningcan also start
from scratch. In the learning process, it exploitsapreviousversion of
the theory (if any), a graph describing the dependence relationships
among concepts, and an historical memory of all the past examples
that led to the current theory. Another peculiarity of thesystem is the
integration of multistrategy operators that may help solve the theory
revision problem. Thepurposeof induction isto infer regularitiesand
laws(from a certain number of significant observations) that may be
valid for the whole population. INTHELEX incorporates two induc-
tive refinement operators, one for generalizing hypotheses that reject
positive examples, and the other for specializing hypotheses that ex-
plain negative examples.

Deduction isexploited to fill observations with information that is
not explicitl y stated, but is implicit in their description. Indeed, since
the system is able to handle ahierarchy of concepts, some combina-
tionsof predicatesmight identify higher level concepts that areworth1 Universitàdi Bari, Italia, email: fferilli ,esposito,ndm,basile,bibag@di.uniba.it

adding to the descriptions in order to raise their semantic level. For
thisreason, thesystem exploitsdeduction to recognizesuch concepts
and explicitl y add them to the example description. The role of ab-
duction in INTHELEX is helping to manage situations where not
only the set of all observations is partially known, but each observa-
tioncould also beincomplete. Indeed, it can be exploited both during
theory generation and during theory checking to hypothesize facts
that are not explicitl y present in the observations. This prevents the
refinement operators from beingapplied, as longaspossible, leaving
the theory unchanged. Lastly, abstraction removes superfluous de-
tails from the description of both the examples and the theory. The
exploitation of abstraction in the system concerns the shift from the
language in which the theory is described to a higher level one ac-
cording to the framework proposed in [8].

Figure1 graphically represents the architectureof thesystem, em-
bodying the cooperation between the different multistrategy opera-
tors. In the typical information flow, every incoming example pre-
liminarily undergoes a pre-processing step of abstraction, that elim-
inates uninteresting details according to the available operators pro-
vided in the abstractiontheory. Then, the example ischecked for cor-
rect explanation according to the current theory and the background
knowledge, and it is stored in the examples repository. During the
coverage (i.e., checking whether the observation is explained by the
current theory) and saturation (i.e., identifying higher level concepts
and explicitl y adding them to the example description) steps, if ab-
duction is enabled, an abductive derivation is used. Otherwise the
normal deductive derivation is started to reach the same goal with-
out hypothesizing unseen information. In case the derivation fails, a
theory refinement is necessary, and thus the example is (abductively
or deductively) saturated and the inductive engine is started in order

Figure 1. Architecture of the learning system
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to generalize/specializethe proper definitions, possibly using the ab-
ductive or deductive derivation whenever needed. Specifically, when
apositive example isnot covered, a revised theory isobtained in one
of the following ways (listed by decreasing priority) such that com-
pletenessis restored: 1) replacing a clause in the theory with one of
its generalizations; 2) adding a new clause to the theory; 3) adding a
positive exception. When, on the other hand, a negative example is
covered, a revised theory that restores consistency is reached by per-
forming one of the following actions: 1) adding positive literals to
clauses; 2) adding a negative literal to a clause; 3) adding a negative
exception.

2 A FRAMEWORK FOR INTEGRATING
INDUCTION AND ABDUCTION

Abduction, just li ke induction, has been recognized as a powerful
mechanism for performing hypothetical reasoning in thepresenceof
incomplete knowledge. Indeed, abduction is able to capture default
reasoning as a form of reasoningwhich deals with incomplete infor-
mation [9]. Moreover, abduction can model also negation as failure
rule (NAF) [3], with simple transformations of logic programs into
abductive theories. Thus, abduction givesauniform way to deal with
negation, incompletenessandintegrity constraints [12]. Theproblem
of Abduction, defined as inferenceto the best explanation according
to a given domain theory, can be formalized as follows[4]: Given
a theory T , some observations O and some constraints I; Find an
explanation H such that: T [ H is consistent, T [ H satisfies I,T [ H j= O. Candidate abductive explanations H should be de-
scribed in terms of domain-specific predicates, referred to as ab-
ducibles, that arenot (completely) defined in T , but contribute to the
definition of other predicates. The integrity constraints I should pro-
vide indirect information about such incompleteness [9]. They can
also be exploited to encode preference criteria for selecting the best
explanation that may hold in thisproblem setting.

An abductiveproof procedure can findexplanations that make hy-
potheses (abductive assumptions) on the state of the world, possibly
involving new abducible concepts. Indeed, when partial relevanceis
assumed, it could be the case that not only the set of all observations
ispartially known, but also any singleobservationmay turn out to be
incomplete. The procedure is generally goal-driven by the observa-
tionsthat it triesto explain. Preliminary, thetop-level goal undergoes
a transformation processthat converts it into sub-goals. The theory
and goalsmust betransformed into their positive version, by convert-
ing each literal :p into its positive version not p (default lit erals).
Moreover, to embed NAF in such a mechanism, it i s necessary to
add, for each predicate p, an integrity constraint stating that both p
and itsnegationcannot hold at thesametime. Thisprovidesasimple
and unique modality for dealingwith non-monotonic reasoning.

The classic algorithm for an abductive proof procedure [10] is
analogous to standard SLD derivations, except that whenever a fact
isnot known or derivable to betrue, beforefaili ngan attempt ismade
to check whether it can be abductively assumed to be true according
to the given integrity constraints. Such a check is carried out by a
consistency-check subroutine, ensuring that at least one condition of
each constraint involving thehypothesized fact is (deductively or ab-
ductively) false. Each abductive assumption is considered as known
in subsequent processing.

Abductive and Inductive operators addressdifferent forms of in-
completeness in the theories. Specifically, abduction extracts from
the theory a hypothesis which is considered to bear incompleteness
with respect to some (abducible) predicates but is complete with re-

Revise (T : theory; E: example; M = M+ [ M�: histor ical
memory);AbsE  Abstract(E,AbsT )
if Derive(AbsE, T ,D) succeeds thenM  M [ fAbsE [Dg
elseM  M[AbsE; SatE  AbsE [ Saturate(AbsE,T[BK)

if AbsE is a positive example then
Generalize(T; BK; SatE;M�)

else
Specialize(T;BK; SatE;M+)

end if
end if

Derive (G: goal; T : theory; D: abduced li terals);
if Abduction isON at the current stage of processing thenD  G

if success Abduct(G; T [ BK;AbdT ,D) succeeds then
Add toD the abduced literals

end if
elseD  ;; success Deduct(G, T [BK)
end if
return success

Figure 2. Multistrategy Theory Revision in INTHELEX

spect to others. Moreover, the explanations constructed by abduction
are specific to the situation of that observation. Hence abduction can
be seen as a way to reason with incomplete information, rather than
to complete knowledge [4].

Figure2 summarizesthe extension of thegeneral schemaof thein-
ductive incremental learning system INTHELEX with an abductive
proof procedure, derived from the classical one but properl y mod-
ified to embed the Object Identity assumption. M = M+ [ M�
represents the set of all positive and negative processed examples,E is the example currently examined, T represents the theory gen-
erated so far according to M . For simplicity, BK (the background
knowledge),AbsT (the abstractiontheory) andAbdT (the abduction
theory), that must be provided by the user, are assumed to be fixed
parameters (and hence are not present in the procedure headings).AbsE and SatE represent the exampleE after the abstraction and
saturation phases, respectively; D is theset of literals(facts) returned
by the abductive derivation when successfully applied to a goal G in
theory T . Procedure Derive exploits abduction (through procedure
Abduct) or deduction (through procedure Deduct), according to the
specific settingsfor each step of therevision process, to prove agoal.
It returns trueor false, accordingto thesuccessor failureof theproof
procedure. Saturate is theprocedurethat returnsall i mplicit informa-
tionin thegiven example. GeneralizeandSpecializearetheinductive
operatorsused bythesystem to refine an incorrect theory. Theresult-
ing refinement is then implemented in the new version of the theory,
and the procedure ends.

The system has been provided with an abductive proof procedure
to help it in managingsituationsin which not only theset of all obser-
vations ispartially known, but each observation could be incomplete
too [6]. Specifically, abduction has been exploited to complete the
observations in such a way that the corresponding examples are ei-
ther covered (if positive) or ruled out (if negative) by the already gen-
erated theory, thus avoiding, whenever possible, the use of the gen-
eralization/specialization operators above mentioned to modify the
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theory. The set of abduced literals for each observation is minimal,
which ensures that the inductive operators use abducibles only when
really needed. Sincespecific factsarenot allowed in the learned the-
ory, the abduced information is attached directly to the observation
that generated it, so that the ‘completed’ examples obtained thisway
will be availablefor subsequent refinementsof thetheory. Such infor-
mation will also be available to subsequent abductions, in order for
them to preserve consistency amongthe whole set of abduced facts.
To sum up, when a new observation is available, the abductive proof
procedure is started, parameterized onthe current theory, the exam-
ple and the current set of past abductive assumptions. If the proce-
dure succeeds, the resulting set of assumptions, that were necessary
to correctly classify theobservation, isadded to the exampledescrip-
tion before storing it (of course, being it minimal by definition, if no
assumption is needed for the correct classification, the example de-
scription is not affected). Otherwise the usual refinement procedure
(generalization or specialization) is performed.

3 EXPERIMENTS

INTHELEX’s abduction capabilit y was tested on various domains,
both toy and real-world ones. In the following we show the exper-
iments aimed at assessing the quality of the results obtained by
the exploitation of the abductive version of the system in handling
incomplete data. INTHELEX has been provided with the abductive
proof procedure [6] in order to complete the observations in such a
way that the corresponding examples are correctly classified by the
already generated theory, thus avoiding, whenever possible, the use
of the operators to modify the theory.

Multiplexer. The “multiplexer” problem [14] aims at learning the
definition of a 6-bits multiplexer. The dataset contains descriptions
of all possible configurations of 6 bits, in which the first 2 bits rep-
resent the addressof one of the subsequent 4 bits, that must be set
at 1. Thus, if the bit addressed is actually 1 the example is positive,
otherwise it is considered as negative for the target concept. Since a
6-bits multiplexer can assume 26 = 64 possible configurations, the
complete training set is made up of 64 examples, 32 positive and
32 negative. The representation language of the observations is the
same as in [14]. Starting from scratch with the complete training set
containing all the 64 possible configurations, the correct theory was
learned in 1.38 secs, performing 12theory revisions.

Successively, an incomplete dataset was obtained by corrupting
12 examples out of 64 so that only 3 bits out of 6 of the original
configuration were specified. Both the examples to be corrupted and
their bitsto beneglected wererandomly selected for 10times. Asde-
scribed in [14], such an incomplete dataset was exploited for learn-
ing theories in two different ways: first using induction only, and
then using induction supported by abduction. The theories obtained
in the two cases were tested (without using abduction) on the un-
corrupted dataset. Table 1 shows the system performance in the two
cases, averaged onthe 10 corrupted datasets, as regards the number
of definitions in the learned theories, theperformed theory revisions,
the number of exceptions, runtime and predictive accuracy. The Ab-
duction Theory provided to the system included all the predicates as
abducibles, and integrity constraints meaning that “ if the bit in posi-
tionN is set to 0 it can’ t be set to 1, andvice versa.
INTHELEX was able to capture the correct definitions but applying
less theory revisions, adding less exceptions and in less time
with respect to induction alone, while not affecting the predictive
accuracy.

Table 1. System performanceon theMultiplexer dataset

Def Rev Exceptions Time(sec.) Acc
W/o Abd 4.1 6.05 2.05 4.55 99.38
With Abd 4.1 5.55 0.4 4.36 99.22

Congressional Voting Records. The problem, as reported in [11],
consists in classifying a Congressman as a democrat or a republi -
can according to his votes on 16issues. A certain amount of noise is
present in the descriptions, in the form of unknown votes. Defini-
tions for the classdemocrat werelearned, exploitingfirst pure induc-
tion and then induction plus abduction, starting from the empty the-
ory. The corresponding predictive accuracy was tested according to
a 10-fold crossvalidation methodology, ensuring that each fold con-
tained thesameproportion of positive and negative examples. Table2
shows the system performance on this dataset. It is possible to note
that the use of abduction improves all evaluation parameters, except
Runtime. Thiscan be explained by taking into account the additional
time needed to search for consistent abductive explanations due to
the largenumber of integrity constraints in the abductive theory.

Table 2. System performanceon the Congressional Voting Records dataset

Def Rev Exceptions Time(sec.) Acc
W/o Abd 12.40 26.90 1.7 30.30 93.33
With Abd 10.10 19.20 0.80 41.36 96.8

Family Relationships. The experiment here described aims at
investigating the abductive proof procedure behavior with respect to
different degrees of incompleteness. In this case, we followed the
same approach adopted by [11] on the same dataset [1]. Only exam-
ples about father were taken into account: the training set included
36 positive examples and 200 negative ones that were randomly
generated. The examples description includes also all the known
facts concerning the concepts other than father (i.e. son, daugther,
mother, etc.), for a total of 742 literals. Progressive corruption of
such a complete description was obtained by randomly eliminating
facts from it: 100% (no incompleteness, 742 literals), 90% (668
literals), 80%, 70%, 60%, 50% and 40%. For each percentage,
the dataset was corrupted in 5 different ways, thus obtaining 5
corresponding learning problems whose performance was averaged
according to a 5-fold cross validation methodology, ensuring that
each fold contained the same proportion of positive and negative
examples. Comparing the performance with and without abduction

Table 3. System Performanceon theFamily dataset

Rev/Def Runtime Accuracy
100% noabd 1.6 52.25 99.58

abd 1.2 47.13 100
90% noabd 2.2 146.19 96.28

abd 1.2 69.04 99.17
80% noabd 2.3 190.12 96.27

abd 1.2 70.35 100
70% noabd 1.8 218.03 93.78

abd 1.2 59.70 100
60% noabd 1.7 287.57 92.13

abd 0.5 448.82 100
50% noabd 1.3 256.91 92.15

abd 0.5 43.08 100
40% noabd 1.2 871.51 90.9

abd 0.5 24.32 98.75
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on the corrupted datasets, the benefit becomes very evident with
respect to all the parameters taken into account in Table 3. Abduc-
tion is able to preserve the theories from being refined (indeed, the
number of revisions per clause dramatically decreases). Moreover,
lower runtimes (except in one case) prove that the abductive
procedure is also efficient. Finally, note that, in spite of the number
of clauses being lesswhen using abduction in all corrupted cases,
predictive accuracy isalwayshigher than the casewithout abduction.

Scientific Paper Domain. In the experiment concerning the induc-
tion of classification rules for a dataset of scientific paper docu-
ments belonging to one of 4 classes [5], the corruption consisted
in eliminating 8% of the descriptors for each observation (made up
of 112 facts on average (76 min-170 max)) contained in the tuning
set. INTHELEX was applied first without exploiting its abductive
procedure. Successively, the learning process was repeated, allow-
ing the system to exploit its abductive capabilit y and binary con-
straints made up of unary and binary predicates, i.e. of the form(i([a(X); b(X)℄; i([(X; Y ); d(X;Y )℄).

Table4 reports thesystem performance as to performed theory re-
visions, added definitions, predictive accuracy and runtime (secs.).
Predictive accuracy and number of theory revisions improve when
the abductive procedure isexploited. Thismeans that thesystem was
able to correctly complete the corrupted observations without apply-
ing the refinement procedure. As regards runtime, it increases be-
cause of the abductive procedure.

Table 4. System performanceon the Scientific Papers Domain

Rev Clauses Accuracy (%) Runtime (sec.)
Without abd 7.72 4.09 96.24 5.16

With abd 5.58 3.18 99.32 40.05

Compar ison. The proposed approach does not aim at completing
the training data before the learning process starts. Thus, a compari-
son with systems that propose to overcome the problem of handling
missing values by pre-processing the training data before the learn-
ing process starts (FOIL [13], LINUS[13], ASSISTANT [2]) would
be unfair. Nevertheless, we compare our system to ACL1 [11] and
mFOIL [13], the FOIL extension able to deal with incomplete data
on the family and congressional votes datasets (the same exploited
by [11] for the same purpose). Table 5 reveals that predictive accu-
racy on thefamily dataset for progressive corruption (which percent-
age is reported in the first row of the table) is almost the same as
that obtained by the other systems, while on congressional voting
INTHELEX turned out to bebetter with respect to theother systems.

Table5. Comparison of Abduction onthe Family dataset

100 90 80 70 60 50 40
INTH. 1 99.17 1 1 1 1 98.75
ACL1 1 1 99.60 1 1 97.20 97.60
mFOIL 1 99.20 98.40 97.50 98.40 98.40 95.10

4 CONCLUSION

This paper presented the ILP incremental learning system
INTHELEX, with specific focus on its abductive capabilit y that al-
lows it to takle the problem of relevance within a language bias,

that is typical of many real-world domains. After presenting and
discussing, an abductive proof procedure that aims at attacking the
problem by hypothesizing likely facts that are not explicitl y stated
in the observations, a framework in which inductive and abductive
inference been brought to cooperation, and its implementation in
INTHELEX, that make it able to add unseen information that can
be consistently hypothesized or deduced, have been mentioned.

The abductiveproof procedure exploited in thiswork requires that
an abductive theory for the specific application domain is available.
In the current practice, it i s in charge of the human expert to spec-
ify it, but it i s not easy to single out and formally express such pa-
rameters. Of course quality, correctnessand completenessin the for-
malization of such meta-information can affect the feasibilit y of the
learning process. To overcome such a bottleneck, we also developed
a procedure that can automatically generate such information start-
ingfrom thesameobservations that are input to the learning process,
thus making the learning system completely autonomous [7]. Actu-
ally, the abductive theories provided to INTHELEX for the experi-
ments in Section 3were automatically learned using our procedure.
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Using Abduction for Induction
of Normal Logic Programs

Oliver Ray 1

Abstract. This paper proposes the approach of eXtended Hybrid
AbductiveInductiveLearning (XHAIL) for generalising positive and
negative examples with respect to normal logic programs. A proof
procedure is described that uses abduction to realise the abductive,
deductive, and inductivephases which comprise this approach.

1 Introduction

Logic-based machine learning techniques have benefits over other
approaches in terms of their ability to represent and utilise back-
ground knowledge and in terms of the expressivity and understand-
ability of their hypotheses. Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [13]
is the branch of machine learning concerned with the generalisation
of positive and negative examples with respect to prior knowledge
expressed in a logic programming formalism. Recently, several ILP
systems have been developed that also exploit techniques from Ab-
ductiveLogic Programming (ALP) [6] to enable the learning of con-
cepts different from those in the examples (e.g. Progol5 [12] and
ALECTO [9]) and to allow more sophisticated inference under in-
completeinformation (e.g. INTHELEX [4] andACL [7]).

From a knowledge representation point of view, a key advantage
of logic programming formalisms is their support for the Negation-
as-Failure (NAF) operator. Indeed, NAF is used in most significant
applicationsof Progol5 (such aslearning thefunctionsof genes[12])
and in most significant applications of ALECTO (such as learning
robot control programs[9]). This relianceonNAF is significant given
that, semantically, Progol5 and ALECTO are only defined for pure
Horn clause theories. Moreover, as explained below, they are in fact
unsound for programs with NAF in the sense that they can return
hypotheses which do not entail all of the examples.

One difficulty of learning in the presence of NAF is the non-
monotonicity of this operator, which is essentially incompatible with
the incremental methods used by most ILP systems. Take atheory
with two clauses p(X, 1)← q(X), not(r(X)) and p(X, 2)← r(X)
and two examples p(a, 1) and p(a, 2). Given the mode declarations
modeh(1, q(+any)) and modeh(1, r(+any)), Progol5 computes
a hypothesis with two atoms q(X) and r(X). After picking the first
example p(a, 1), Progol5 asserts the hypothesis q(X) and retracts
p(a, 1). In response to the second example p(a, 2), Progol5 asserts
the hypothesis r(X) and retracts p(a, 2). But, as it stands, Progol5
doesnot detect that thesecond hypothesis invalidates thefirst, so that
only oneof the two examples is finally covered.

Another difficulty faced by hybrid learners is the need to perform
abduction through negation. For example, given a theory with two
clauses p(X) ← not(q(X)) and q(X) ← not(r(X)) and two
examples p(1) and p(2), we would like to compute the hypothesis

1 Imperial CollegeLondon, United Kingdom, email: or@doc.ic.ac.uk

r(X). But, both the contrapositivemethod of Progol5 andtheSOLD
resolution of ALECTO – which perform the abductive reasoning of
these systems – are unable to reason with negative literals and so
cannot compute this hypothesis. By contrast, ALPtechniques [6] are
designed to handle negation, but can only return hypotheses that are
setsof groundliterals.

The integration of ALP and ILP techniques can potentially over-
come the limitations of both these approaches. This is evidenced by
the methodology of Hybrid Abductive Inductive Learning (HAIL)
[14]. Compared to Progol5, the ability of HAIL’s ALP procedure to
compute multi-atom abductive hypotheses enables the inference of
multi-clause hypotheses in response to a single example. Compared
to ALECTO, the integrated integrity checks performed by HAIL’s
ALP procedure improves efficiency by detecting violations as soon
as they arise. More importantly, the fact that HAIL incorporates a
full ALPproceduregreatly facilitates its extension from Horn clause
theories tonormal logic programs.

The nonmonotonicity arising from the use of NAF makes design
of efficient generalisation procedures very difficult. Horn clause ILP
procedures rely heavily uponthe monotonicity of classical logic to
support incremental learning techniques andefficient pruning mech-
anisms. Unfortunately, these strategies are not viable in formalisms
that support NAF. Since abrute-force search of the entire hypothe-
sis spaceis generally infeasible, a practical approach for restricting
thesearch to somerelevant subsetsof thehypothesis spaceis clearly
necessary. The present work suggests that HAIL can fulfi l this role
in much thesameway as it does in theHorn clause case.

This paper introduces a generalisation of HAIL called eXtended
Hybrid Abductive Inductive Learning (XHAIL) for logic programs
with NAF. Like its predecessor, XHAIL is based onthe construction
and generalisation of agroundtheory K called aKernel Set [14]. The
core procedure consists of threephases: first, the head atoms of K
are obtained by an abductive procedure; then, the bodyliterals of K
areobtained byadeductive procedure; and, finally, K is generalised
by an inductive procedure. A methodology is proposed that uses a
standard ALPprocedureto implement all threephasesof theXHAIL
approach. This methodology is then briefly illustrated onasmall case
study based ontheEvent Calculus (EC) [8].

2 eXtended Hybr id Abductive InductiveLearning

Given a background theory B and a set of (positive and negative)
examples E, the task of ILP is to find a consistent hypothesis H
that entails E relative to B. Symbolically, this requirement can be
written B ∪ H |

.
= E. When B, H and E are Horn theories, |

.
= is

thestandard entailment relation of classical logic; but if B, H andE
are logic programswith NAF, then an alternative logic programming
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semantics must be chosen. This paper adopts the credulous partial
stable model semantics[6] so that B∪H |

.
= E means the examplesE

are true in apartial stable model of the augmented program B ∪H.2

The hypothesis H is usually restricted by some form of language
and search bias. This paper utilises the well-known ILP techniques
of modedeclarations andcompression [11].

2.1 TheCovering Loop

The XHAIL methodology comprises two distinct levels. An outer
covering loop performs the selection and normalisation of examples
and invokes an inner core procedure to realise the construction and
generalisation of Kernel Sets. The covering loop is parameterised
by a selection function that, on each iteration, selects a subset of
theremaining examples tobegeneralised. For example, selecting the
first available example results in abehaviour that subsumesProgol5,
while selecting all remaining examples results in a behaviour that
subsumes ALECTO.3 Of course, other policies could also be used
that cluster examples in someother way.

Covering loopsare already well documented. Asdescribed in [11]
and [14], ageneral Horn clause example is dealt with by temporarily
replacing all variables by fresh (Skolem) constants and transferring
any bodyatoms in the resulting clause as groundfacts to the back-
ground knowledge. The resulting ground atom is then generalised
with respect to the augmented background knowledge. However,
since covering approaches are only really useful in the monotonic
case, the emphasis in this paper is on describing the core XHAIL
procedure, which lif tsthethree-phaseHAIL methodology from Horn
clause theories tonormal logic programs.

2.2 TheCore Procedure

The inputs to the coreprocedure consist of a logic program B (back-
ground knowledge), a set of groundliterals E (examples), and a set
of mode declarations M (language bias) that specify a set of clauses
LM (hypothesis space). The output is a logic program H ⊆ LM
(hypothesis) such that B ∪H |

.
= E.4 In addition, the core procedure

attempts to minimise thenumber of literals in H.
Each hypothesis H is computed in threesteps. The first two steps

result in a groundlogic program K that entails E with respect to B.
The head atoms of K are computed by an abductive procedure that
returns minimal abductive explanations of E whose atoms αi are
instancesof M . Thebodyliterals of K are computed byadeductive
procedure that uses M to compute a sequenceof literals δji that are
deductive consequences of B.

Thetheory K produced bythefirst two stepsis then generalised in
the third step by an inductive procedure which searches for a highly
compressive hypothesis H that θ-subsumes K.5 Of course, the non-
monotonicity of the stable model semantics, makes it hard to design
search procedures very much more efficient than a completesearch
of theθ-subsumption latticebounded byK.

In this way, thetheory K, which is called aKernel Set of B andE,
is a ground hypothesis that bounds the hypothesis space explored in
thesearch for moregeneral solutions. In effect, theKernel Set actsas

2 This contrasts with the sceptical stable model semantics, which requires
truth in all stable models, or thewell -founded semantics, for example.

3 For correctness, the former can only be used if the theory is negation free,
while the latter can only beused if the examples aregroundatoms.

4 Integrity constraints are clauses in B with falsity ⊥ in their head. Since⊥
is true in nomodels, satisfaction of the integrity constraints is implied.

5 Clause C θ-subsumes D if Cθ ⊆ D for some variable substitution θ.
Program P θ-subsumes Q if each clause in P isθ-subsumed by one in Q.

afilter by selecting somehighly relevant set of head and bodyliterals
guided by B, E and M . By definition, the head atoms of K entail
the examples and thebodyliterals are entailed by the theory.

The intuition is essentially thesame as theHorn case: namely that
generalising a Kernel Set (or a Bottom Set, for that matter) is likely
to producebetter quality hypotheses than generalising some arbitrary
theory (such as a set of random clauses, for example). But, even if
this is true, it may be worth investigating the possibility that adding
somerandom literals to K might result in further improvements.

XHAIL is based onthe principle of exploiting efficient abductive
methods to facilitate the computation of inductive hypotheses. But
XHAIL takes this philosophy to a new extreme by using the same
ALP procedure to implement the abductive, deductive and inductive
phases of theproof procedure.

TheALPsystem used in this work is an enhanced implementation
of theKakas-Mancarella ALPprocedure called ProLogICA [15]. The
inputs are aprogram T (theory), a set of literals G (goals), and a set
of predicates A (abducibles). Each output returned by the system
consists of a substitution θ (answer) and a set of groundatoms ∆
(explanation) with predicates inA such that T ∪∆ |

.
= Gθ.

The remainder of the this subsection briefly describes each of the
threephases of the core XHAIL procedure and explains how they
are implemented with ProLogICA by stating the theory, goals and
abducibles in each case. Just like the HAIL approach, the deductive
and inductive phases are applied to each explanation returned by the
abductive phase in order to find thebest overall hypothesis.6

Abductive Phase: The abductive phase of XHAIL must com-
pute a set ∆ of ground atoms that explain E with respect to B.
Because each abduced atom will go in the head of a Kernel Set
clause, the abducible predicates A are those predicates appearing
in some head declaration of M .7 The goals G and the theory T
are simply the examples E and background knowledge B modulo
two simple syntactic modifications. To ensure any type and schema
requirements in the head declarations of M are respected, and to
avoid potential complications caused by abducible predicates ap-
pearing in clause heads, each abducible a in A is associated with
two fresh predicates denoted a′ and a∗.8 Each occurrenceof a in B
and E is replaced by a′ and one clause is added to B of the form
a′(X1, . . . , Xn) ← a∗(X1, . . . , Xn), a(X1, . . . , Xn) where n is
the arity of a, a′ and a∗. For each head declaration m in M , one
clause is added to B of the form schema∗(m) ← type(m) where
schema(m) is the atom obtained by replacing each placemarker in
m with a fresh variable, and type(m) is theset of atomsof the form
ti(Xi) where ti is the type predicate in the placemarker that was
replaced by the variable Xi.9 Intuitively, the introduction of these
clauses forces all of the abduced atoms to satisfy the language bias
M at the ground level. As a result, the ALP procedure will return
well- formed explanations ∆ (seebelow) which can each be thought
of as an atomic Kernel Set of B andE.

∆ = {α1, . . . , αn}

6 Thispaper doesnot discussthemany system parametersthat boundthesize
of the computationandensurefinite termination.

7 Asdefined in [11], modedeclarationsconsist of head and body declarations
each havingaschemewith placemarker symbols and typepredicates.

8 Intuitively, a′ acts as a non-abducible proxy for a, while a∗ identifies the
instances of a that satisfy thehead declarationschemas.

9 Thetechnical detailsare formalised in [14] but arenot especially important
for thepurposes of this paper.
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Deductive Phase: The deductive phase of XHAIL must compute
a maximally specific Kernel Set K of B and E with respect to
M whose head atoms are the abducibles computed in the previous
phase. This isachieved bysaturating each head atom with asequence
of ground bodyliterals entailed byB. Thebodyliterals are computed
by finding thesuccessful groundinstancesof thequeriesobtained by
substituting a set of input terms into the placemarkers of the body
declaration schemas. The process is identical to that used in HAIL
and Progol5, except that XHAIL solves the deductive computations
abductively by simply declaring an empty set of abducible predicates
(so that only negative literals can actually be assumed).

This technique of using ALP to implement NAF was proposed
by Eshgi and Kowalski [3] and has many advantages over standard
Prolog. In particular, ALP correctly terminates on many problems
involving recursion through negation as well as processing integrity
constraints more efficiently and recording the negative literals used
in a derivation. Saturating each head atom results in a maximally
specific Kernel Set K (seebelow) of B and E that conforms to the
languagebiasM at thegroundlevel.10 When querying anegative lit-
eral from abody declaration, it is necessary to usethetypepredicates
to groundany variables inorder to avoid floundering.

K =











α1 ← δ1
1 , . . . , δm1

1

...
αn ← δ1

n, . . . , δmn

n











InductivePhase: The inductivephaseof XHAIL must computea
compressiveprogram H that θ-subsumes theKernel Set of B andE
returned in the previous phase. This processessentially amounts to
replacing constantsby variablesand deleting asmany literals from K
as possible. Two simple syntactic transformations prepare the ALP
system for this task throughthe introduction of two new predicates
try/3 and use/2. First, all of the input and output terms in K are
replaced by variables to give aprogram K′ ⊆ LM . Second, each
bodyliteral δ′

j
i in K′ is replaced bythe atom try(i, j, [X1, . . . , Xk])

where [X1, . . . , Xn] is thelist of all variables in the ith clauseof K′,
and the two clauses try(i, j, [X1, . . . , Xk]) ← not(use(i, j)) and
try(i, j, [X1, . . . , Xk])← use(i, j), δ′

j
i are added to K′. Applying

an ALP procedure to the resulting theory B ∪ K′ with the goal E
and one abducible use/2 returnsaset S of groundatomsof theform
use(i, j), which indicate that the corresponding literals δ′

j
i should

be included in H and the others should be removed.11 As the ALP
system is biased to return minimal explanations, it is guaranteed to
computeall maximally compressivehypotheses(in thesenseof con-
taining the fewest number of literals).

The intuition underlying this approach is that in order
to use a head atom α′

i from K′ in some derivation of
E, the ALP procedure must solve each of the body atoms
try(i, 1, [X1, . . . , Xk]), . . . , try(i, mi, [X1, . . . , Xk]). By the two
rulesadded to K′, each such atom can besolved in oneof two ways:
either by assumingnot(use(i, j)) or by abducing use(i, j) andsolv-
ing δ′

j
i . Theformer case effectively ignoresδ′

j
i asif it werenot there,

while the latter case solves δ′
j
i as if it were part of the clause. Once

this decision is made, it can only bereconsidered upon backtracking.

10 Technically, only those body literals δ
j
i should be added to K whose

derivations do not assumethe negation of any previous literal in ∆ or K,
asthisensuresthe existenceof apartial stablemodel whereby B∪K |

.
= E.

11 The transformation can be simplified by wrapping each bodyliteral δ′
j
i

in K′ within a meta-predicate try(i, j, δ′ji ) and adding just two clauses
try(X, Y, G)← not(use(X, Y )) andtry(X, Y, G)← use(X, Y ), G.

The list of variables ensures any bindings are correctly propagated
through the clause. In this way, the ALP procedure records which
atoms from K′ should be included in H and which should not. This
computed explanation is then used to select the best hypothesis H
(seebelow) such that B ∪H |

.
= E. 12

H =
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1, . . . , d

q1
1

...
ap ← d1

p, . . . , d
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3 Learning Event Calculus Precondit ions

This section illustrates theXHAIL procedureonan example problem
simplifi ed from [1]. Given an Event Calculus (EC) [8] description
of some domain and a narrative of events, the task is to learn a set
of rules stating when certain actions are impossible to perform. In
this particular example, the domain concerns a pump operating in
a mine. There are two actions switchOff and switchOn which,
if they are successful, cause the predicate pumpOn to change from
true to false and vice versa. In addition, there are two predicates
water andmethane whose truth is controlled by the environment.

%— Domain Independent Axioms —%

holdsAt(F,T2) :- attempt(A,T1), initiates(A,F,T1),
T1<T2, not impossible(A,T1), not clipped(T1,F,T2).

holdsAt(F,T2) :- initially (F), not clipped(0,F,T2).

holdsAt(F,T2) :- observed(F,T2).

clipped(T1,F,T2) :- attempt(A,T), terminates(A,F,T),
T1=<T, T<T2, not impossible(A,T).

%— Domain Dependent Axioms —%

initiates(switchOn,pumpOn,T).

terminates(switchOff ,pumpOn,T).

%— Narr ative —%

attempt(switchOn,1). attempt(switchOn,2).

attempt(switchOff ,3). attempt(switchOff ,4).

observed(methane,1). observed(water,1).

observed(water,2). observed(water,3).

Figure 1. Theory (B)

As formalised in Figure 1 above, the background knowledge B
contains the domain independent EC axioms which dictatehow the
truthof eachfluent predicatechangesover timein responsetovarious
actions. Intuitively, afluent F is true at a timeT2 if an action A was
successfully attempted as some earlier timeT1 which causedF to be
true (i.e. initiated) and nointervening action happened in between
that caused F to become false (i.e. terminated). Fluents can be
declared as initially trueor can be observed to be true.

12 Strictly speaking, the search procedure may not respect the linking of in-
put and output variables implied by themodedeclarations if it can achieve
greater compression by dropping redundant literals. Like type predicates
and recalls, input and output variables are used in the construction of the
Kernel Set but not in its generalisation if they would result in the compu-
tation lesscompressivehypotheses.
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modeh(* ,impossible(#action,+time)).

modeb(* ,holdsAt(#fluent,+time)).

modeb(* ,not holdsAt(#fluent,+time)).

Figure 2. ModeDeclarations (M)

not holdsAt(pumpOn,1),

not holdsAt(pumpOn,2),

holdsAt(pumpOn,3),

holdsAt(pumpOn,4),

not holdsAt(pumpOn,5).

Figure 3. Examples (E)

In this EC axiomatisation, attempted actions only have success-
ful outcomes if certain preconditions are satisfied: namely it is not
impossible to perform the action at that time. When this precondi-
tion is met, thedomain dependent EC axioms statewhich fluentsare
affected bywhich actions. In this case, switchOn initiatespumpOn
whereas switchOff terminates it. The theory also contains narra-
tive information giving the times at which certain actions were at-
tempted and particular fluents wereobserved to hold.

The remaining inputs to XHAIL are the mode declarations M
and the examples E formalised in Figures 2 and 3 above. The
type predicates, which are not shown, simply declare the actions
switchOn, switchOff , the fluents methane, water, pumpOn,
and the time points 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Given these inputs, the abductive
phase of XHAIL returns just one abductive explanation ∆ below,
which entails theobservationsE when added to the theory B.

∆ = { impossible(switchOff ,3), impossible(switchOn,1) }

These atoms are saturated in the deductive phase to give the
Kernel Set K below. The literals in the body of the first clause
are the successful instances of the queries holdsAt(X, 3) and
not(holdsAt(X, 3)). (Note that, to avoid floundering, the latter
query must be explicitly grounded using the type predicates. Alter-
natively, as explained in [10], this particular problem can be avoided
by using theso-called flip-clip formulation of theEvent Calculus.)

K =











impossible(switchOff ,3) :- not holdsAt(methane,3),
holdsAt(water,3),holdsAt(pumpOn,3).

impossible(switchOn,1) :- holdsAt(methane,1),
holdsAt(water,1), not holdsAt(pumpOn,1).











This logic program is generalised in the inductive phase to
give the hypothesis H below. After applying the necessary trans-
formations, just one minimal hypothesis is computed S =
{use(1, 2), use(2, 1)}, indicating that thesecondatom form thefirst
clause and the first atom from the secondclause are to appear in the
hypothesis H. As required, it can be shown that the examples E are
all satisfied in astable model of the extended theory B ∪H.

H =

{

impossible(switchOff ,X) :- holdsAt(water,X).

impossible(switchOn,X) :- holdsAt(methane,X).

}

These rules explain the failure of perform(switchOn, 1) to en-
sureholdsAt(pumpOn, 2) and of perform(switchOff, 3) to en-
surenot holdsAt(pumpOn, 4). They also explain theobserved suc-
cessof holdsAt(pumpOn, 3) andholdsAt(pumpOn, 4).

4 Conclusions, Related and Future Work

This paper presented an extension of HAIL from pure Horn clauses
to normal logic programs. The XHAIL proof procedure for non-
monotonic ILP was introduced and illustrated on a simple EC case
study. It was then shown how ALP can be used to implement the
abductive, deductive and inductive phases of the methodology. This
achievement supports the hypothesis that abductive reasoning can
be usefully exploited in inductive learning procedures. It remains
to carry out a detailed comparison with related approaches for non-
monotonic ILP, such as those proposed in [2, 5, 16]. Unlike these
other approaches, XHAIL uses the Kernel Set to restrict the search
to a relevant part of the hypothesis space. The limitations of XHAIL
need to bestudied more closely andit remains tovalidatethemethod
onamore challenging casestudy.
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Abduction, Induction, and the Robot Scientist
(invited talk abstract)

RossK ing 1

A Robot Scientist is a physically implemented computer/robotic
system which utili zes techniques from artificial intelli genceto carry
out cycles of scientific experimentation. A central motivation for our
work on the Robot Scientist project 2 is philosophical. We wish to
better understand thenatureof Scienceby buildinga computer/robot
system that is capable of doing scientific research. This approach to
the philosophy of science is analogous to the standard AI approach
to thephilosophy of mind: build and investigate artifacts that are em-
pirically shown to have some of the attributes of the object of study.
Our aim is to develop intelli gent systems that do science. The key
advantage of this approach to the philosophy of science is that it i s
objective: the Robot Scientist can be empirically judged to be ca-
pable of doing science or not. This approach differs fundamentally
from most philosophy of science, which either studies sciencein the
abstract, or isbased on historical analysis.

Abductionandinductionareintegral to theRobot Scientist. We ar-
gue that for anumber of the abstract conceptsused by theRobot Sci-
entist, their truth values cannot be physically verified in finite time.
To reason about these abstract objects, from corresponding physical
observations, thereforerequiresexplicit inductions. Theformation of
hypotheseshastraditionally been thehardest part of scienceto envis-
age automating. Indeed, many philosophers of science have openly
expressed views that hypothesis formation could only be truly ac-
complished by humans. We argue that most hypothesis formation
in modern biology is abductive, rather than inductive. What are hy-
pothesised are factual relationships between objects, e.g. the gene
ypr060c codes for enzyme chorismate mutase, gene ypr060c exists
at location 675628-674858(C) on chromosome 16. In our original
Robot Scientist work we used Abductive Logic Programming to in-
fer hypotheses. For efficiency reasonswe arenow using domain spe-
cialised techniques(bioinformatics). Oneway at lookingat thebioin-
formatic technique of genome annotation is as abductive hypothesis
generation onan enormous scale.

1 Department of Computer Science, University of Wales, Aberystwyth,
Ceredigion, SY23 3DB, Wales, UK, e-mail: rdk@aber.ac.uk

2 R.D. Kinget al, ‘Functional genomic hypothesisgenerationandexperimen-
tation bya robot scientist’ , Nature, 427,247-252, (2004)


